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ABSTRACT

In |une 1995, the newly elected president of France, facques Chirac,
announced that his government was planning to conduct a number of
underground nuclear tests at the French testing facilities in Polynesia.
The announcement sparked public protests around the Asia-Pacific,
but nowhere was the anger at Chirac's decision mote vigorous or
widespread than in Australia. If anger is a brief madness', as Horace
suggested, then over the winter of 1995, Australia was gripped by such
a brief madness: hundreds of thousands of ordinary Australians, from
all parts of the communitSr, expressed their opposition to the testing,
engaging in a variety of protests. This monograph traces that
oppositiory looking at the ways in which the anti-nuclear movement
unfolded. It pays particular attention to the role of the media in
shaping those protesb. It also seeks to explain this brief but
unprecedented spike of national anger. The authors look at the
various explanations put forward to account for the outburst of
Australian rage, and argue that none of them adequately explains this
case. Rather, they conclude that the rnost potent explanation lies in the
nature of the nation doing the testing rather than the testing itself.
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INTRODUCTION

lrafuror brnb st
Horace

Horace's description of anger as a brief madness is an appropriate way
to characterise the reaction of Australians to the resumption of French
nuclear testing in the South Pacific in 1995. For fully three and a half
months after the newly elected French government of President
jacques Chirac announced on 13 June 1995 that it was going to resurne
nuclear testing at French facilities on Moruroa and Fangataufa atolls, a
wave of public anger swept over the country, involving hundreds of
thousands of Australians in protests against the French government's
decision.

Of course Australians were not alone in their anger against the
decision to renew nudear testing. Public protests were held in
numerous countries, both around the Asia-Pacific and in Europe,
including street derrpnstrations and consumer boycotts of French
products. In some countries, the protests turned violenfi for example,
protestors in the Tahitian caPrtal of Papeete rioted, destroying much of
the international airport and looting the centre of the city. In other
countries, the response was more measured: for example, a small
group of Thai protesters in Bangkok covered an effigy of Chirac's head
with a plu tung, a women's garment, an action signifying extreme
disrespecq a religious ritual was also perforrrred - the French
presidenfs spirit was captured in a day pot, had a spell put on it, and
hoated down the Mekong River so that his spirit would never return.l
In some countries, the response from the public was next to
imperceptible: for example, in Canada, street protests were scattered,
consumer boycotts fragmented, and the issue was generally not seen to
be of great political moment.2

But it can be argued that in no other country was the anger as

pervasive, or as sustained, or as deepseated as it was in Australia.

! fungl,okPosl,28 S€ptemb€r 195.z S€e Kim Ridrard Ncsal, 'Comparing Australian and C-anadian Responses' in
Stepherr Alomes (ed-), Frcn& WorldslPacific Worlils: Fmne, Australia, arul Pacific
Nrclear Tcsting in Contat (forthcoming).
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Hundreds of thousands of Australians participated in prctests of some
kind; the variety of protest and denpnstration of anger was wide,
rangrng from personal boycotb to organised flotillas. Moreover, this
was an issue that produced almost complete unanimity armng the
Australian public: opinion poll figures regularly indicated that 95 per
cent of Australians opposd the tests, an unusually high level of
consensus on a political issue.3 So intense and widespreid was the
public anger that both the Australian labor Party (ALP) prime
minister, Paul Keatin& and his foreign minister, Gareth Evans, were
clearly taken by surprise. As we will see, the government initially
scrambled to catch up with public opinion, then tried to moderate
public anger as official French-Australian rclations deteriorated over
the winter of 7995, and then essentially gave up and simply went with
the public flow. The consequence of this, as Trevor Findlay notes, was
an unprecedented convergence in Australian political life: virtual
unanimity on a foreign policy issue.4

this monograph has two purposes. The first is to provide a
history of this brief episode of public anger over a security policy
issue. While a number of authors have surveyed this latest phase in
the long and contentious quarrel between France and Australia over
nuclear testing, none of them provides a scmpr€hensive account of the
many manifestations of the anger of ordinary Australians at the
resumption of French testing.s Our purpose is to provide as full an
acrount of the protests as possible - to demonstrate how pervasive,
and how deep-seated, the anger was across the country.

Our second purpose is to explain the Australian rage in the
French case, and explore the various arguments that have been put to
account for the wave of anger. We will show that although an
explanation for this anger nury s€em obvious enough - concern over
the environrrental and strategic implications of abandoning the
moratorinm announced in 1992 - in fact there is a complex of reasons
that go well beyond the obvious concern over environmental damage,

4

J

A fune Newspoll revealed that ore per qlt of Australiang favoured tre tests; 95
per agnt w€re oppgs€d (Austmlln, Zl lvre 195); in a Sepeurber poll, three pe,1
urt-tho-ught that th€ teeting was lighf and 96 per cent thought it 'wrong' (Sln-
Hctzhl,loSe4ri.er,lrbq f995).

lrevot Endlay, Explaining Aushalasian Angs* Australia, New Zealand and
Frendr Nudear Testing', Scctrity Dblogue, Vol.25, No.4, 195, p"3E0.
A bibliography of the considerable literahre on the resumption issue is provided
at page 63.
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and go to the very nature of the country doing the testing. In doing so,

our hope is also that this case will provide an intercsting, and
illustrative, case study of public involvement in foreign and security
policy, a topic that has not received a great deal of attention.6

This monograph proceeds in four parts. Finst, we survey
briefly the background to Frendr nuclear testing in the South Pacific,
and provide an overwiew of the Australian goverrunent's reactions to
the testing and the policy it pursued after |une 1995. However,
because the focus of this monograph is on public reaction and its
causes, we do not explore government policy in great depth. The
second chapter examines the reaction of ordinary Australians. We
examine the nature of the protests, the range of protestors, and the
tenor and tone of their anger.

We devote a separate chapter to an exploration of the media
and its role in this particular issue. As we will show, both the
electronic and print media played a crucial role in shaprng the issue for
the public, and in legitimising the terms of the protest. Indeed, the
media itself became a protestor, and very much part of the Australian
response.

The fourth chapter explores how we might understand this
extraordinary, even if brief, explosion of anger in the Australian body
politic in the winter of 1995. We explore a number of arguments that
have been advanced to explain the depth and breadth of Australian
anger. Some have argud that the anger w.rs driven by domestic
political imperatives that grew out of the impending general elections.
Others, including President |acques Chirac himself, have argued that
the anger was merely the result of 'media-isation' - in other words, the
creation of the Australian rnedia. A third line of argument suggests
that Australians saw this primarily as a neighbourhood issue, angered
by the willingness of a European colonial power to conduct tests that it
would never dream of conducting in the French metropole. In a

related vein, the anger could be interpreted as a manifestation of the

f.W. Hudson, "The Australian People and Foreigr Policy' and Hugh Smith,
'Foreign Policy and the Political Process'in F.A. Mediansky and A.C. Palfreeman
(eds), Ir Pursui, of Netionel Intacsts: Austrelba Eoreign Pdicy in thc 7990s
(Pergamon Ausudia, Sydney, 798), pp.l744; Kim Richard Ncsal, 'The Rage of
Nations: the Cases of Australia and French Nudear Testing and Hong Kong and
the Diaoyutai/Senkaku-shot6', C-anadian Political Science Association, St John's,
Newfoundland , t htne 7997 .
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wider definition of national security in the post{old War period. In
this view, no longer are Australian perceptions of e:<temd threat fixed
on militaryr/security issues as ttrey were in the past, but threats are
defined more brcadly b indude such'threab'as that posed by testing
nuclear weapons. CIhers stiU see the anger as an outgrcwth of the
anti-nuclear sentinrenb that have deep rmts in Ausfralian politics.

We argue, however, that none of these factors offers a fully
satisfactory explanation of anger at the Frendr in 1995. These factors
might provide solid permissine or proximate causes, but they do not
answer one imporAnt quetion: why were so many Australians so
angry at Fnnce - and willing to express that anger in a variety of
imaginative and often idiosyncratic ways - but not at all angry at
China, which also conducted two underground tests at precisely the
same time? The rel,atively muEd r€sporue to the Chinese tests
prompts us to explore the possibility that the widespread anger in
Australia had more to do with the nation doing ttre testing than the
teting itself. Indeed, we conclude that a number of facbrs combined
to make France an inviting target for national anger, induding French
pretensions to great-power status, ttre carefully cultured arogance of
the French president - not to mention the relative costlessness of
venting rage in this case.



CHAPTER 1

THE FRENCH DECISION AND THE
AUSTRALIAN RESPONSE

To set the stage for an ocamination of the reaction of Australians to the
resumption of French nuclear testing in 1995, we begin with a brief
survey of the French nuclear testing programme. We then examine the
reaction of the Australian goverilnent to the Chirac announcement in
fune 1995 and the subsequent efforts of the govemment to meet the
demands of the Australian public.

Frendr Nuclear Testing

The French govemmelrt began testing nuclear weapons in
February 1960, when it conducted underground tests in the Sahara
desert in Algeria. After the achievement of Algerian independence,
the French government established the Centre d'Exp6rirnentation du
Pacifique,located on two atolls in the Tuamotu archipelago in French
Polynesia, Moruroa and Fangataufa, sorne 1200 km south-east of
Tahiti. Because of the remoteness of the islands, the French
government decided to switch to afrnospheric testing; the first test was
held on 2 |uly 1965. Between then and 1974,47 atmospheric tests were
held.

However, France faced mounting intemational opposition to
atnospheric testing, particularly from the South Pacific region.
Australia and New Zealand eventually took France to the International
Court of Justice to seek an end to atsnospheric testing. Although
France reiected the finding of the ICJ, it did finally decide to limit its
testing to underground detonations. From 1925 until 1992, some 134
underground tests were held. The strident opposition in the region
did not, however, abate, with the French government of President
Frangois Mitterrand, a Socialist, even going so far as to authorise the
blowing up of a Greenpeace protest vessel, Rainbw Warrior, as it lay
docked in Auckland harbour, killing Fernando Pereira, one of the crew
members.
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The end of the Cold War produced a drange in Frendr policy
on nudear testing. Although Mitterrand had been committed to
nuclear bsting throughout his long tenur€ as presidmt, French policy
shifted. On 8 April 1992, his prime minisbr, Pierre B€rdgovoy,
announced a temporary morabrium on Fsrch nuclear testing.
During the signing cercmony of the Chemical Weapons Convention on
13 fanuary 1993, Mtterrarril announced that France would refrain from
testing as long as the United States and Russia did.

Between 1993 and 1995 the socialists lost power to the
Gaullists: the parliamentary elections in France in l\dardl 1993 brought
a consenrative maprity to the National Assembly and the nomination
of Edouard Balladur as premier; and in the presidential elections of
April and May 195, facques Chirac won the presidency. This change
in government would have considerable implications for French
defence policy. Chirac was deeply attadred to the Gaullist ideal of a
foru ile frappe, and was on record as wishing to rcverce Mitterrand's
decision.l Moreover, the French ministry of defence strrongly
supported the idea of testing an early production npdel of the TN-75
warhead, to be deployed on the French submarine fleet.

As a result, the decision announced on 13 fune 1995 should
have come as little surprise. However, the announcenrnt came with a
sweetener: the tests to be conducted wet€ to be the liast nuclear tests at
this facitity. Following eight mone bsts, which would be completed
before 31 May 1996, France would sign the Comprehensive Test Ban
Trcaty at the treaty's renewal in September 1996.

Before the tests began, a ship belongrng to Greenpeace,
Rainbout Warior II, set sail for Moruroa. Its purpose was to enter an
exclusion zone of twelve nautical miles created by the French around
the abll to rcgister a pnrbst. It arrived at the test site on 10 fuly 1995,
not coincidentally ten years to the day after the bombing of the origrnal
Fainbout Watrisr, As Rainbout Wanior II entered the ercclusion zone,
Frendr comrnandos boarded the ship ard smastnd their way onto the
bridge.

On Chirac, seeShaun Gregory, I'rsEssrris Nncl&itzs: FmnccoriltluNudcs Wearyrs
Testing Resumptiot Decisilln,, Occasional Paper No,,l4 (lndian Ocean C-grtre for
Peace Shrdies, Untversity of Western Auskalia, Nedlands, WA, 195).
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The first test ocrurred on 5 September 1995 local tirrrc - already
5 September in Australia. On the eve of the test, Chirac gave a
television interview in France during which he indicated that the test
programme might be shortened. Referring to a programme of 'six to
eight' tests (rather than the orignal eight), the president claimed that if
French scientists had the information they needed, the testing would
be brought to an end more quickly. A secorrd test was held on 1

October (2 October in Australia), followed by four more in rapid
successiory with the last test occurring on 27 fanuary 7996. Following
that, the French goverrunent announced that it would be closing its
South Pacific centre and signing the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty.

The Australian Government's Response

When Chirac was elected on 7 May, the ALP government of
Paul Keating had a strong suspicion that nuclear testing would be
resumed. For that reason, Gareth Evans, the minister for foreign
affairs, appealed to the new governrnent to maintain the suspension of
tests introduced by its predecessor.2 Perhaps this is why the
goverrrment in Canberra initially responded to the announcement of
the resumption of the tests with resignation tinged with a certain relief
that these were going to be the final tests.

On 14 June, when the announcement reached Australia, the
prime minister issued a formal protest'deploring' the resumption of
tests, noting matter-of-factly that he would be contacting other
countries about registering a protest. The government immediately
decided that the resumption demanded a concrete response: the
sanction chosen was the freezing of all defence cooperation activities
between Australia and France.3

The minister for foreign affairs, Gareth Evans, was in Tokyo:
he echoed Keating, deploring the resumption and saylng that 'the
decision is not unexpectd but it is very deeply disappointing'. At a
press conference, he was asked by a reporter whether he favoured a
more'muscle-bound' response. Evans argued that such responses as

sending a frigate to the testing site - favoured by the Liberal opposition
foreign affairs critic, Alexander Downer - was 'adolescent grand-

Media Release, 72 May 7995: http: I laruu.intagcss.a.nzlchrorrohtt tl.
Media Release, 14 June 1995.

2
3
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standing of the worst kind'. However, tre also tried to erglain why in
his view a 'muscletound' response would not be appropriate because
this round of Esting differed from the past ttnse hsts were to be
limitd in number and limited in duratiory ant that at the end of them
tlrere would be a Frendr commitnent to a comprehensive test ban.
Tfre punalist then asked:'Are you saylng that the French decision to
go ahead then is not as bad as what it could have been?'. Evans
responded: 'Exactly. If the testing had been open+nded, if it had been
unaccompanied by aoy cpmmitrnent to participate in test ban treaty
negotiations ... then the context then would have been very very
different ...'. The purnalist persisted by expressing surprise at the
response, sa)nng that in New Zealand people were outraged and
concemed about the health effects. Evans responded by suggesting
that'one has to keep things in proportion', and expanded his argument
for a measured response.4

Unfortunately for Evans, the press in Austrdia did not report
him beyond the word 'Exactly'. As a result, the govemnrnt was
widely seen as greeting the French announcement philosophically -
mying that it could have been worse. It rnarked the Australian
government's reaction as'too soff from the outset. Pressure mounted
for the embrace of a more militant and radical posture towards the
French, mudr to Evans's exasperation: on the eve of a rneeting with
Herv6 de Charette the French foreign minister, Evans asked: 'What am
I supposed to do? Spit in his eye, stamp on his foot?'.S

Greeted by the rising tide of public anger, and dissension
within ib own caucus, the government moved to sharpen its response
and move more in line with the public rpod. On the evening of 22

fune, the Cabinet nret and decided to add to its punitive measures. On
23 June the government announced that it had decided to recall its
ambassador to Paris, Alan Brown, 'for consultations', albeit only
temporarily, the government reiecting repeated and widespread calls
for a closure of the Australian embassy in Paris. It dso decided to
intensify the freeze on its defence relations with France. The
additional defence nreasunes included a ban on visits by French naval
vessels, military aircraft, or officers until after the tesb; no French

The full transcipts of Evans's two press conferences in Tokyo are rep'rinted in
Australia, Parliament, C-omnoruteelth Parlbtttctrtry Drbatcs [hseaftetr CPD], Senate,
22|wre7995,pp.16624.
Australien, 21 June 195.
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students would be allowed to attend Australian training courses;
Australian students would be banned from a French language course
in New Caledonia. While the government refused to entertain the idea
of trade sanctions, it did impose a ban on any new contract for the sale
of uranium until France signed the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty.

The Cabinet also decided to pursue action in a multilateral
regional setting: Keating promised that members of the South Pacific
Forum would discuss what action could be taken against the French,
including the possibility of boycotting the South Pacific Games due to
be held in Tahiti in August; he also promised to convene a meeting of
South Pacific environnrent ministers for talks on the environmental
impact of the testing.6

The government also decided to try public diplomacy, taking
the Australian dismay with the testing decision directly to the French
people. For example, Keating wrote an open letter to the French
people, published in k Monile on 28 June; an interview with Evans
appeared in Le Figaro. An all-party parliamentary delegation was
despatched to Paris to lobby for a halt to the tests. And eventually the
goverrunent decided to provide funds to support the participation of
state and federal politicians from all parties in a protest flotilla to the
test site (discussed in more detail in the next chapter).

At each of the subsequent crisis points in the resumption issue,
goverrunent officials maintained a hard rhetorical line criticising the
French. For example, after the Rainbow Warrbr 11 boarding, Evans
denounced it as 'indefensible'and said that in the post{old War era,
this was 'the last twitch of the dinosaur'.7 And at each point the
government was pressed to add to the concrete sanctions against
France.

For example, there was consistent pressure to intemrpt
Australian trade with France.S The two-way trade was reliatively smail:
$1.8 billion, about two per cent of all Australian trade. 

-l^ong

imports, the most valuable items were French cosmetics and circuitry

Agc,24Jvlt.e795.
Canbrm T inus, ll July 1 95.
For a suwey of the evolution of Awtralia's economic relations with Westem
E*op", see J.L. Ridrardson, Aushalia and Western Europe'in PJ. Boycr and J.R.

{neel (ds), Oiitottucy in tlu Moketphce: Austrdb ii Woila ryiirs, lStl-SO
(longman Cheshire, Sydnen 7992), pp 2W24.

6
7
8
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($190 million). Other imports induded medicine, chemicals, alcohol,
engineering equipment, and cars. Over half of the $763 million in
Australian exports to France were wool and croal; other products
included agricultural produce, uraniurn, and aviation equipment.
However, the government persistently refused to consider a trade ban,

despite the relatively small two-way tsade.

There was also Pressurre to exclude French companies from
bidding on public works. At the state level, the involvement of French
firms in water privatisation in South Australia, waste-water proiects in
New South Wales, and electricity privatisation and the Melbourne
Citylink expressway in Victoria had prompted calls for state sanctions
against France. At the Commonwealth level, the most attractive target
besides repudiating contracts for uranium sales was defence contracts
that French firms might bid on. Indeed, factional politics within the
ALP itself fixed on this as a possible sanction: the parliarrcntary Left of
the ALP was at the forefront of pressure on the government to refuse
to allow French contractors to bid on a r.rnge of upcoming defence
proiects, induding the new lead-in fighter (LID for the Royal
Australian Air Force (RAAF), ANZAC frigate helicopters, army light
armoured vehicles, and the Royal Australian Navy's hydrographic
ship replacement programme.g

The consequence of this pressure was a compromise of sorts.
At the 22 fune meeting when the Cabinet decided to stiffen Australia's
r€sponee by embracing a range of new measures, it was also decided
that the minister for defence, Robert Ray, should, 'at a time of his

choosing', select one of the defence proiects, and exclude a French
prirne contractor from tendering. While this was not included in the
announcement of new measures on 23 June, hints of sudr retaliation
were contained in the Australian governrrrcnts ilhnurche to the French
that same day. Paris was told that all defence contracts that involved
the possibility of a French conhactor would rcceive the 'personal
aftention' of the minister.

Although he was reported to be'pissed off that his Cabinet
colleagues hail singled out defence contracts as the 'easy option',lo
Ray took the C-abinet decision literally. On 1 August, apparently

Austmlien F iaarcial Raicat 21 June 195.
Csff Kitney and David lague 'How Ray had to go it alone against the Frendr',
Sytbrcy Moniagllaretd 3 August 1995.

9
10
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without telling either the prime minister, or memberc of the Cabinet
meeting which he had attended the day before, Ray suddenly
announced that the French firm Dassault Aviation would be baned
from bidding on the $740 million contract for a rrew lead-in fighter for
the RAAF to replace its ageing Macthi 325 trainers. Although Ray
admitted Dassault's Alpha fet was not a 'hot favourite' with the RAAF,
he was nonetheles exduding Dassault in protest over the testing.ll

This produced yet another deterioration in relations, perhaps
not surprising given the dose personal connections between Chirac
and Dassault. After Dassault was banned from tendering for the LIF,
the Chirac goverrunent reportedly considered invoking trade sanctions
against Australia. In the end, however, Paris limid its response to
withdrawing Electricit6 de France from the bidding for privatisation in
Victoria,l2 and recalling the French ambassador, Dominique Girard.
As he left Australia, Girard expressed concern about the state of the
bilateral relationship, particular$ criticising the refusal of the
Australian government to override union bans on the provision of
services to French diplomatic missions, which, as Karin von Strokirch
notes, put the Keating goverrunent in breach of its obligations under
internJtional conventions regarding diplomatic missions.l3 Girard
observed that when France was at war with Iraq, no one would have
thought of denying services to the Iraqi embassy in Paris. 'Ate we at
war with Australia?'.14 Although he answered'I don't think so', there
is little doubt that relations between France and Australia had soured
dramatically over the counie of the winter.

Following the first test in September, the government
maintained its rhetorical condemnation. Keating, for example, banded
the test as 'an act of stupidity'.ls More concrete steps were also taken.
The French ambassador to Canberra was called in. Canberra bruited
the possibility of expelling France from the South Pacific Forum or
suspending its observer status. But despite the progressive stiffening
of the goverrunent's position over the course of the winter, public
opinion was clearly not satisfied. For example, a September poll

Austrdbn Defarcc Rryrt,3 August 1995,p.3; Defense News, 7-13 August 1995'
.49c,5 August 195.
Karin von Strokirch, 'The Political Fdlout from Frendr Testing in the Pacific',
Pacific Rcwch, Vol.Q No.3, August 1995, p. 5.

Austrolba Financiel Rcaiao,3 August 1995.
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revealed that 75 Fr cent favoured sbpping uranium exports to
France;60 per cent belierrcd that Australia should send a naval vessel
to the bst sib in probsg ad half believed that the Australian
ambassador to Paris should be recalled permanently.l6 However,
Chirac's arupunaement before the first Est that the Frerrch governnrent
was planning b limit the number of tess took the pressure off the
government forfurtherEreasuies, and the issue diminished in political
salience over the spring.

16 z{gc, 19 Septerrb€r 1995.



CHAPTER 2

PROTESTS AND PROTESTORS:
THE POPULAR RESPONSE

Although the decision was announced in Paris on 13 )une, the
newspapers for 14 fune in Australia had already been put to bed, so

that Australians learned of the French decision on the morning of 14

]une from radio and television newscasts. However, throughout the
day on the 14th, a wave of public protests swept across the country;
the first protests were being reported on the television news on the
evening of the 14th; the first reporting by newspapers was in their 15

|une editions.

The reaction of the public to the resumption of French testing
was one of widespread and sustained anger. The anger was
manifested in various ways: in mass denronstrations, protest flotillas,
boycotts, destruction or defilement of things French (or which just
sounded French). Likewise, nurrcrous groups were involved in
protests: non€overnmental organisations, unions, churches, state and
local governments, political parties. And hundreds of thousands of
individuals contributed in small, and often idiosyncratic ways. To the
panoply of protest we now turn.

Mass Demonstrations
Hundreds of thousands of Australians participated in mass

protests against the decision; these took the form of street
demonstrations, rallies, petitions, and letter-writing. Large numbers
took to the streets in protest marches. Maior rallies were organised for
key dates: Bastille Day in luly, the fiftieth anniversary of the dropping
of the atomic bomb on Hiroshima in August, and following the first
test in September. The Bastille Day demonstration in Sydney was
attended by an estimated 25,000 people.l On 5 August, 15,(X)0 people
marched past the French and United States consulates; in Sydney,
approximately the same number paraded through town led by 100

Japanese schoolchildren from the Hiroshima region. Smaller

I Weeknil Australiot,M6July 1995.
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demonstrations were held in other cities: 600 in Perth, 3000 in
Adelaide 1m0 in Brisbane. The protests Fnded to bring together a

wide cross-section of Australian society, and all age grouPs. Children
were prominent in rnany of the protests: in the Bastille Day
demonstration in Canberr4 for example, one young child struggled
with a placard that read 'My mum told me nuclear testing hurts'.2

Petition-signing was another way in which mass opinion was
expressed in this case. Numerous petitions were organised around the
country by community groups, by school teachers, and non-
govemmental organisations. Many were fonnally brought before the
Commonwealth parliament. For example, on 28 August, rnembers of
the House of Representatives brought 15 petitions on the testing issue.3
The Body Shop and the Australian Broadcasting Corporation's ABC
Shops organised an Australia-wide petition: some 500,000 postcards
addressed to Chirac were handed out by outlets in every Australian
city. The Australian C-onsenration Foundation delivercd nearly 2000
protest postcards to Chirac. Petitions were even placed on the World
WideWeb.a

A common target of mass demonstrations were French
diplomatic missions, partiorlarly the embassy in Canberra and the
consulate-general in Sydney, and the consulates in Melboume and
Brisbane. According to the French ambassador to Australia,
Dominique Girard, the embassy in C-anberra was inundated with
13,000 letters of proEst in two months; Thierry Viteau, the French
consul-general in Sydney, estimated thatbetweenJune and September,
some 30,000 Australians had registered a protest in some fashion at the
consulate.5

A different kind of rnass demonstration of Ausbalian
sentirnent was organised by the advertising firm Saatchi and Saatchi.
The company irined forces with the Australian Medical Association
and the Royal Australian College of Physicians to fund a full-page

Reuters Na,vs Serrrice, l4Jufy 1995.
CPD, Representativee,2E Augwt 199t pp. 597{/J6-
Sites induded. http: l ltotoo.neawdb.con eulntielwcbpge.ftrrzl and httpN lumt.radek
slu.* Iradio| ftar&.htn .
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advertisement in Parisian newspapers outlining Ausbalian anger at
the testing.6

Yet another means of communication was the'Fax the French
on Fridays' campaign organised by Duncan Gaye a National Party
Member of the Iegislative Council (MLC) in New South Wales. The
campaign had two purposes: its literal purpose was to encourage
people to send a message to the French goverrunen| but it also was
openly designed to create a nuisance, by bn.g up fax lines once a
week. By the time Gaye organised his campaign in late June, many of
the fax numbers of French diplomatic missions in Australia had
already been withdrawn from service because of the number of
nuisance faxes that had been sent by Australian protestors; the
campaign provided overseas fax numbers for the Elysee Palace and the
French defence ministrv.

Defilement of Things French

Many acts of protest centred around defiling symbols of
France or 'Frenchness'. Thus, many of the 16,000 French-born
Australians who spoke accented English suffered personal abuse when
they opened their mouths in public; others with French-sounding
names often suffered a similar fate. People driving French cars were
publicly ieered. Berets and croissants were spat upo& French loaves
were stomped into crumbs, a Peugeot was dropped on an effigy of
Chirac. The French flag was burned at the 5 September protests in
Brisbane and Sydney (with one enterprising shop in Granville
displaying a sign'For burning: French flags, $4').7

At times, however, the defilement became distinctly
unpleasant. On 15 |une, for example, Andrew Denton, a presenter
with the Seven Network, arranged to have two tonnes of manure
dumped on the driveway of the French embassy in Canberra; in a
copy-cat move, bags of excrement were delivered to the French
consulate in Brisbane. Patisseries and French restaurants had their
storefronts smashed;8 a packet of French cakes purchased in a Brisbane
suburban supermarket was found to be sprinkled with shards of glass;

For more information, see htnl.
Couricr-tvlail, 7 September 1

Hrald, 8 Septeurber 1 995.
Austmlian,7 September 7995; Sydncy Morning
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E For example, Age, 19 June 195; Sydney Morning HeraIiI,2T June 195.
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Frerrh cars - Petrgeots, Citrc€ru, and Renaults - were frequently
vandalised, their t''res slashed or their paint scraped, the efforts of
their owners to dernonstrate antipathy to the Esb ry bumper stickers

seemingly b no avail in his survey, Glen Barclay even reports that a
couple in Sunnybank, a suburb of Brisbane, out walking their French
poobte, was set upon by hmdlums and their dog beaten to death-e

The only other significant act of violence was the fire-bombing
of the premises of Robert Pearce, the honourary consul of France in
Perth, in the early hours of 18 |une. Pearce, a plastic surgeon, had
received a number of abusive faxes in the week before, as had William
Corneloupe in Adelaide.lo However, no special precautions had been
taken or protection offered. As a r,esult of the fire, the medical practice
adlacent to the residence was largely destroyed in the attack. An
anonymous call to Specid Broadcasting Service (SBS) radio in Sydney
said that an organisation, the Pacific Popular Front, was daiming
responsibility for the fire.bombing in what the caller claimed was an
attack on French belligerence. Police in Perth subsequently arested
Michael Kelleher, a 2Gyearold student who went by the alias Bosco
Boscovitch. Put on trial in Perth in fuly, he pleaded guilty to arson,
revealing that he had decided to fire-bomb the honourary crcnsulate on
the day he learned of the French decision. He was sentenced to three
years in iail.

Such actions directed against tht^gs Gallic prompted the
Alliance Franqaise in Sydney and other cities to cancel Bastille Day
celebrations because of safety considerations; the French embassy in
Canberra moved ib Bastille Day festivities from the embassy to a

commercial venue for the sarne reason.

Boycotts

There were widespread boycotts of French goods and services.
Indeed some gmds and services that iust sounded French were targets
of abuse: for example, french polishers reported receiving abusive
phone calls; one fiench polishing firm in Melbourne was vandalised.
French restaurants (or merely restaurants with French names) bore

Glecr St John Barday, 'hobleurs in Aushalian Foreign Policy, tanuary-June 1995',

Aus*dien /azlnel ol Politics cnd History, Vol.41, No.3, 1995, p.?52-3.
Aderri*r,l9lvne1995.
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much of the brunt of the public anger. Restaurant owners reported
receiving abusive phone calls; restaurants had their plateglass
windows smeared with faeces; they had to Put up with Protest pranks
such as bogrs party bookings.ll l.es Amis in the Melbourne suburb of
Upwey was graffitied with the words 'Les Enemy'; Frenchy's
restaurant, also in Melbourne, reported a loss of almost half of its
business.

Many French restaurants simply changed their names to avoid
the abuse: Clichy in the Melbourne suburb of Collingwood became
Clicky; Le Caft Provengal in the Canberra suburb of Red Hill became
the C-afe Gondwana.l2 Likewise, stores with French nalnes or services
tried hard to distance themselves from the tests - not only to
demonstrate solidarity but also to avert consumer boycotts. In Sydney,
the owner of French Plus, a cafe, put up placards that said 'Anti-
Nuclear Plus' and 'Down with Chirac'; many merchants displayed
'French with Sense' stickers. Likewise, companies selling product lines
with French-sounding names - le Tan suntan lotion and Creme
Caramel - ran television advertisements disassociating themselves
from the testing.

A rnore significant target for boycoft action was Australian
uranium. For example, the Ranger mine in the Northern Territory,
owned by Energy Resources Australia (ERA) and a French nuclear
company, had a 13-year contract that expired in 2001 to supply
approximately 270 tonnes of uranium oxide worth $12 million to the
French power company, Electricit6 de France. Considerable Pressure
was exerted on governrrents at both the Commonwealth and state
levels to ban such shiprrcnts. For example, the parliamentary l,eft of
the ALP pressed the government for a full ban on uranium sales to
Franc€, a call echoed by others, such as Ieigh Hubbard, secretary of
the Victorian Trades Hall Council, and Ben Pearson of Greenpeace.l3
Eventually, the Ranger uranium mine postponed a shipment of
uranium oxide to France, citing'high emotions'.l4

Other boycotts induded the following: a decision by Qantas
flight attendants to refuse to handle French products on flights; one

11
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hotel, Novotel at Darling Flartour, decided b cancel its Bastille Day
celebrations; Re-y Australia cancelled Sydney's premier fund-raising
event, the C-oinheau Ball; Renault had orders for tmcks cancelled; tour
bookings by Australians b French territories in the South Pacific fell
off.15

A survey of Australian-French hade conducted a year later
revealed that trade between the two countries fell sharply during the
first six months of 1996. Sales of French goods in Australia did drop.
Sales of Renaults fell 30 per cent (though it should be noted the
company's withdrawal fiom the Australian rnarket in 19% was caused
by a dispute between Renault and its Australian distributor rather
than because of nudear testing). Citroen sales slumped, and the
company began offering a $5000 cash-back offtr to boost sales. To
recover its market share, Autonrobiles Peugeot undertook a mapr
'image overhaul' in 1996, picking up a $2 million sponsorship of a
National Gallery exhibition. Luxury goods reportedly fell by up to 50
per cent, acrording to Bob Somervaille, director of the French-
Australian Chamber of Commerce and Industry. Frendr champagne
sales fell 20 per cent over comparable periods from the previous

Year.16

Union ProEste

Unions were at the forefront of some of the boycott activities.
The president of the Australian Council of Trade Unions (ACTU),
lvlartin Ferguson, called the decision to nesume the tests
'contemptuous', and suggested that France conduct tests'in Bordeaux,
not our back yard'. Arguing that the trade union movement should
'mobilise around this issue', Ferguson encouraged the use of bans and
boycotb. ln September, he endorsed a national boycoft of all French
products, calling in particular on the 'top end of town' to boycoft
luxury products from France.l7

The union movement responded. Firefighters in New South
Wales quickly decided to add their voice to the protests. On 17 June,
the NSW Fire Brigade Employees Union instructed its members not to

Agc,30Sep,temb€r 195.
Austmlirrt,lGll August 1995;7fu Bullctin, 25 Noveurber 1996, p2E.
Ausfielien,l5 June 795; Sytbtty Moning Huald,T September 195.
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fight fires in the premises of the French consulate, which was located
in St Martin's Tower at 31 Market Street, Sydney. Chris Read, the
union's secretary, claimed that the ban was intended to send a'strong
message to France' because the Australian governrrnnt 'hasn't done
enough'. This ban happened to be announced on the very weekend
that the French honourary consul's premises were fire-bombed in
Perth; the union quickly lifted its bary Read slreepishly admitting that
they had never irnagined that anyone would actually fire'bomb French
premises.lS

The embarrassment of the NSW firefighters did not deter other
unions. At the end of |une, the Maritime Union of Australia began
rolling bans in order to disrupt shipping rhedules; fohn Coombs, the
union's national secretary, claimed that disrupting the schedules was
the surest way to drive shippers out of business (prompting Greg
Bondar, the director of the Austrdian Chamber of Shipping, to note
sourly that the only impact of that would be on the Australian owners
of cargo).19

In early fuly, the Communications, Electrical, and Plumbing
Union refused to provide services to French diplomatic establishments
in Australia. In violation of Australia's international commibnents
under the Vienna conventions governing diplomatic relations,
telecommunications services were intemrpted, and mail delivery was
suspended. The union even seized and held a French diplomatic bag
in Melbourne, which was only released after the minister for
development cooperation and Paci-fic Island affairs, Gordon Bilney,
negotiated its release with the union leadership.2o

Other rolling 'black bans' were imposed on services to Air
France aircraft and French air cargo. Unions threatened possible
action against the French teams in the Formula One Grand Prix
scheduled for Adelaide in November 1,995 and Melbourne in March
79%.21 In the Northern Territory, the Trades and Labour Council
decided in September to 'frustrate and delay' the export of uranium
oxide.22

* Sun-Heralil, 18 June 7995, Sydney lvbrning llaoJil,l9 and 20 June 195.
Sy dney Monin g H n al d, 23 Jrne 199 5.
Austrdian, 22 luly 1 995.
Austrd ha, 7 kptember 1 995.
Australien,14 and 15 September 1995.
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State rnd Locd Governmmb
C'overnnrenb at otls levels added their voice to the protesb.

Although foreign po[cy ie not rormdly a staE concern, virtually all
state legislatures held debaes on the nuclear testing issue, prcviding
legislators with an opportunity b vent what was barely disguised
anger. And premiers dso took an oppotunity to make their
sentinrcnb known. Fc aample, in New South Wales, the ALP
premier, Bob Carr, denounced the tests as an 'unforgivable act of
environmental vandalism'. The state govelnment cancelled the annual
Bastille Day celebration at [a Perouse Museum. It organised a series
of 'protest picnics' in cities and towns around the state on 17

September. As C-arr described them, the picnics were designed to
'rrnbilisle] the sorts of Australians who wouldn't normally go to a
political demonsbation', claiming that he wanted 'the world to see

Australian families out in our beautiful parks and gardens
demonstrating peacefully about what the French are doing in the
Pacific'.8 The NSW minister responsible for the 2000 Olympics
publicly wondered whether the state would use French firms in the
construction of the Olympic site.24

In Victori4 the premier, feff Kennett, responded to the first
test by calling it 'a bloody disgrace';E in the legislative assembly he
said he was 'appalled' and 'outraged at the insensitivity'of the French
government and the bloody-mindedness of the French president'. The
Liberal goverrlment supported a resolution introduced by the ALP
opposition calling on France to halt all future tests.25

In Tasmania, there were several debates over the winter of
1995, with representatives of all mairr parties expressing their anger.
The minister for the environment said that when he heard the news,'I
felt sick and disgusted ... I felt angry and wanted to take action'. The
priemier, Ray Groom, denounced the testing as 'disgraceful', claiming
that it was'totally offensive' to the people of the region. He suggested
that Chirac was just beating his chest, wanting to make a hero of
himself. And while he did not endorse goverrunent boycotts, he did
not rcgard individual protest actions as inappropriate: 'Enpy a nice

Sytbrcy Moning Ha&l, 7 Scplcloirfu 795.
Sydttcy Moning Hazhl, 24 fi;ulre 1985.
rtgc, 7 September 195.
Victoria Parliament, Legislative Assenbly, Peilbntcttttry futas,52nd Parl., 2nd
sess., 6 Septembt 795, pp.774, 96.
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Tasmanian wine - and similarly Tasmanian cheese', Groom suggested.
F.M. Bladel of the ALP termed the testing a 'wicked action' that
reflected a 'trremendously racist, oppressive attitude towards small
nations of Pacific peopls'.27

Formal motions conderrning the testing wer€ introduced in a
number of state, with both goverilnent and opposition parties aware
enough of the popular mood to compromise over wording. Thus in
the Northern Territory, Shane Stone, the chief minister, and Brian Ede,
the opposition leader, quarrelled over the implications of uranium
exports from the tenitory before coming to a compromise over the
wording of a compromise motion; in August, after the People's
Republic of China tested a nuclear weapon, an opposition motion
condemning-both China and France was readily accepted by the
government.2E In South Australia, the Australian Democrats sought
approval of a condemnatory motion that called for a complete ban on
uranium sales to France from the mine at Roxby Downs, a ban on
South Australian government purchases of French goods and services,
and a ban on allowing French firms to tender on privatisation of the
state's water and waste systems.29 In Queensland, Wayne Goss, the
premier, expressed his 'disgust' after the first test, and introduced a
motion condemning the resumption; the motion was supported by
Robert Borbidge (National Party: Surfers Paradise), leader of the
opposition, who characterised the test as 'an act of international
vandalism', and said that the treatnent of the Polynesians was 'more
akin to that of a Stalinist police state'.s

Municipal governments also registered their concerns. First
off the mark was Ipswich City Council in Queensland: the very day
they learned of the announcernent - 14 fune - the council slapped a ban
on the purchase of all French products, with one councillor, Paul Tully,
arguilg that 'these arrogant French bastards must be stopped at all
costs'.31 Bans against the purchase of French products were embraced
by the Inner Metropolitan Regional Organisation of Councils in
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Sydney, a group that induded tm local councils.32 Tom Pyne, the
mayor of Cairns, daimed he was bloody upset' at the decision, and
called on Austsalians b pelt French diplomatic establishmenb with
dead cane toads. For his part, he shipped a stuffed and lacquered cane
toad to Chirac personal$.43 Jim Soorley, the ALP ruryor of Brisbane,
demanded that the Commonwealth goverurnnt doee its ernbassy in
Paris, and ripped up his sister<ity agrcernent with Nice. Brisbane City
Council restored the city's'nuclear free zone' status and banned French
companies from tendering for any council business.g The lord ruyor
of Adelaide, Henry Ninio, wrote directly to Chirac expressing concern
and opposition on behalf of the people of Adelaide.3s

Political Parties

All political partie at both Commonwealth and staE levels
were united in opposition to the tests. It would be inappropriate to
term that unity bipartisanship'as that term is usually understood, for
there was dissension both within and between th" *io political
parties on the most appropriate response to tlre resumption of testing.
For example, within the ALP, the kft faction left in no doubt that it
did not agrce with the assessment of Kim Bnazley, fteshly appointed as

Keating's Deputy Prime Minister, that the rn@sunes adopted by the
Australian government represented a 'sensible, graduaed response'.
Rather, Senator Bruce Childs, convenor of the National left, called for
the repudiation of existing contracts for the sale of uranium, and
demanded that the testing issue be raised in the General Assembly of
the United Nations by the Australian goverrunent. (While Evans
pronounced himself comfortable with the idea of raising the issue at
the United Nations, Childs's demand that uranium contracts be
repudiated was reiected out of hand by the government.)s

Ukewise, the opposition parties sought to capitalise on the
positions taken by their political opponents. All tried to scorc political
points from the widespread perception that the initial response of the
government was too weak. Both main opposition parties sought to

Sydtrcy lvbrning Hcnh| 2l June 1995.
Agc,27lvne1995.
e-otricr-Irltil,6 and.7 September I95; also Barday, 'Probleurs in Australian
Foreigrr Polig', pp. 352-3.
Atlrlti*t,?O\lulre7995.
&nbnThus,26June 1995.
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embarrass the government by proposing po[cy rcsponses sure to elicit
a reiection. Alexander Downer, the foreign affairs spokesrnan for the
Liberal oppositiorl suggesred that the government send a Royal
Australian Navy frigate to accompany a flotilla being put together by a
number of state parliarrrcntarians from New South Wales. The
Democrats, for their part, took th€ ALP Left's suggestion of a
repudiation of uranium bans one step further and proposed that such
a ban be legislated.3T

Rather, therc was a certain harmony of interest in cooperating
to express Australia's anger, not only as representatives of a broader
(angry) mass public, but also to express their own personal anger at
French nuclear testing.

One idea for pnrtest that caught the imagination of politicians
was the despatch of a protest ship to the testing area. Two members of
the NSW legislature organised the protest boat. One was ALP member
Franca Arena: in June she declared in an interview that she wanted to
get close to the tests - adding melodramatically that she wasn't afraid
to die.3E The other was Green MLC Ian Cohery who suggested that'a
boatload of politicians floating around the test-zone ... would send a
very strong message to France'.39 Arena and Cohen secured cross-
party support, invited their colleagues in both houses of the NSW
legislature, and then extended the invitation more widely. The list of
politicians grew to include twelve members of the House of
Representatives from both the Liberals and the ALP, four senators
representing the WA Greens, the Dernocrats, and the ALP, and 28 state
politicians from all six states and both territories, and all rnalor parties:
ALP, Democrats, Greens, Liberal, and National. In the end, however,
the protest trip did not materialise: although, as noted above, the
Commonwealth pledged $200,000 towards the cost of the protest
vessel, the voyage had to be called off when it was discovered that the
ferry that was to be used for the tip was unseaworthy; instead, 102
Australian politicians made their way to Papeete for a protest march
under a banner that read 'Australian parliamentarians for a nuclear-

Agc, 27 fune 7995; Sydncy lvbning Haald, 27 lune 195.
Austrdian,2T lune 195.
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free PacifiC.{o But the idea did denpnstrate the degree to which the
political spectmm in Australia was broadly united.

Religioru Grcupo
The Augtralian protests also involved religious communities,

dernonstrating both the diversity of rcsponses ad participants, and
also the universality of the protests. The Anglican General Synod in
Melbourne deplored the French action, and called for a vessel to be

sent to Moruroa to pin the Rainbw Wanior Il. tn |uly, the Uniting
Church launched a blue ribbon protest in Sydney and Melbourne.
Similar to the red ribbon for AIDS campaign, the blue ribbons were
intended to show solidarity for opposition to the tests, with the fifty-
cent purchase price going to help developrnent in the Pacific. The
churth's secretary-general, Robert |ohnstory declared that he was
'deeply distrressed'by the first Est.al

The Discourse of Protest

In addition to examining the nature of the protests and the
protestort, it is also important to note the tone and tenor of the
protests. Three elements stand out. First, much of the invective was
aimed at Chirac himself; the tendency was to pull ftw punches.
Second, there was a decidedly racist tone to much of the discourse of
protest. And finally there was also a good-natured side to much of the
Australian rage.

Chfuac

Much of the anger was directed at Chirac personally. A
billboard appeared in the heart of Melbourne's central business district
featuring a wonran whose bare bottom was painted in a tricolore,
giving Chirac the finger; the message read 'Language is no barrier to
our anger Mr Chirac'.'t2 The cosmetics company, Red Earth, ran

Austtdbtr,l Septeurber 195; the names of the parllamentarians are listed in New
South Wales, Legisladve Council, Polbtna$ary Dehetes,Slst Parl., 1st ses., 20
September 199 5, p.77 62..

Agc,2E July 1995; $m-Haukl, 7 S€ptemb€r f995.
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advertisenents showing Chirac in a clay mud mask and the copy
'Spoil yourself, Chirac, not the earth'. Austsdians also saw an
advertisennnt run by Greenpeace that featured a Day-of-the'|ackal
assassin catching a Chirac-like fig,tre drinking a glass of wine in the
cross-hairs of a rifle; the bottle of wine on the table explodes instead,
spraying rcd wine ever5rwhere; the superimposed message: 'Drop a
bomb on Chirac's plans. Boycott French wine'.

Anti{hirac sentiment was also evident in public protests. A
banner at a Sydney protest in June read 'Chirac, your brain's gone
radioactive'.€ Others were less polite: for example, 'Bugger off Chirac'
placards appeared in the Sydney dernonstration on 6 Augustf 'Shoot
Chirac, the dumb prick', read a sign carried by a young person at a
Melbourne rally in September.as But it was not just protestors on the
street who were given to such views. As we will see below, the media
contributed to the more general willingness to'slag'Chirac. Moreover,
those in public life did not hesitate to refer to the French president in
impolite terms. For example, radio personality Mike Carlton called
Chirac an 'oily opportunist'.G ]im Soorley, the mayor of Brisbane,
publicly called Chirac'an idiot'.47 Chirac was termed a'madman' on
the floor of the Queensland legislative assembly by both the deputy
premier, TJ. Burns, and his colleague, Robert Schwarten (ALP:
Rockhampton).s

Racism

Often the anti-nuclear protests were framed in overtly racist
terms. Offensive slurs with a distinctly anti-French idiom were
corrunory and widely seen as acceptable. Consider, for example,
playwright Bob Ellis's criticism of the tests that centred on the'national
character' of the French:

They are a dense and arrogant people - idle, pretentious and
rabbit-slaughtering, all of the men identical, as Gore Vidal so

r{gc, 19 June 195.
Austrelbn, 7 August 195.
Sun-H enl il, 8 fiterlb€r 1 995.
Sydtty Moning Hcrald, 17 lturlre 1995.
Couricr - Ivhil, 6 September 1 95.
Queenslan4 ffiid Rcord of tlu Dcbetcs of the Legbbtiu As*mbly, r8th Parl., lst
sess,,7 September 195, p.33.
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rightly noted - pot belly, green skin, stubble, limp cigarette on
long wet underlip unlit but somehow dribbling ash in acres
down the pendant dothing,large and serviceable penis, limp
hardshake, alwayn a foot shorter than their improbably
gliamorous and vapidly smiting wives, brpid in convelration,
unsanitary as gu€nts, always holding a srnall white yapping
poodle and soused on rough red wine from the age of three.49

This widely-published view$ was broadly milrored in other protests.
For example, a crowd of 500 protestors in fiont of the French embassy
in Canberra dranted What's that sench?/It's the French'.Sl

'Frog', the English racist slang for French people, was
particularly popular. It was used on protest signs ('Get the frog out of
the South Pacific' read one C-anberra placards2;. Parliamentarians used
the term: for example, in the House of Representatives, Richard Evans
(Liberat Cowan, WA) rose to salute the establishment of an ecological
'Frog Watdr'campaign in Western Ausfialia to monitor declining frog
species. Immediately afterwards, Bob Chynoweth (ALP: Dunkley, Vic)
was recognised; Chynoweth @an his remarks on French nuclear
testing with the quip: Talking about frogs ...'.8 The word made
frequent app€nrance in letbrs to the editor: 'They say that frogs are an
endangered speqies in Australia', wrote a Sydngrsider to the
Australian. 'Bon!'.il As we will see in the next chapter, the use of 'frog'
and other overtly racist sentiments was also ubiquitous in the
Australian media.

Humour

At the same tinre, however, there was also a distinctly good-
humoured edge to much of the 'rage' levelled against France by
Australians. The humour rnanifested itself in myriad ways. For
example, it could be seen in the essentially friendly atmosphere of the
large public protests and the humorous one-liners on protest signs.

See 'C,rapevine', AiMi*t,l9 |une 1995.
For examplg Fllls's views were qqoted as far affeld as the GloDc aul lvIail in
Toronto:29 August 195.
Austmlbn,l9Iune 195.
C-enbm Tinus, 1 0 July 1995.
CPD, Representatives, 18 Septeurber 1995, p. 10/8.
Se Sian Powell 'orrr Frendr Disaffection', Wecknd Austmlin,2L2i\tne 7995.
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Likewise, there was a tongue.in<heek celebration of 'Bast-ard Day'on
14 July by 2000 prctestors in Surfers Paradise, many wearing
'Napoleon Blownapart' t-shirts. Radio advertisements promoted the
just-released hlm Forget Pans but ilkingly refused to mention France
or the nanc of the French capital. There were radio competitions
featuring prizes for protest songs set to the tune of Frlre lacqua.ss On
the nrenu at Clichy (then Clicky), a French restaurant in Collingwood,
a printed announcement was added: 'We have dumped frogs, snails,
and all other icons of Gallic low-tide tucker'.s Advertisers played on
the issue: an Australian distiller's advertisement asked 'Why drink
French brandy when there's St Agnes?' and answered: 'No reason
atoll'.57 And the Eros Foundation, which marketed erotic products,
issued a tongue'in<heek release promising that French maid outfits
would be removed from their display windows; requests for French
letters would be ignored; and a more suitably Australian term for
French kissing would be sought.s8

What is unmistakable about the protests against the resumption of
French testing in 1995 is the ubiquitousness of the anger. The range of
ordinary individuals across Australian society who felt the need to
speak out in some way was unprecedented, even if the absolute
numbers involved in mass demonstrations might have been larger in
previous protests, such as those against the Vietnam War in the late
196Os and early 1970s, or the peace marches of the early 1980s.

However, one group in particular needs seParate mention. The
Australian media, both print and electronic, was not only a
'transmission belt' that conveyed. news about the testing to readers,
listeners, and viewers; it also was a protestor in its own right. To an
examination of the role of the media in the 1995 testing issue we now
turn.

For the winning enhy, s€e C-anbrra Thrcs,29 Jwre 1D5; also rep,roduced in Pactf:c
Rc*erdt,Yol.8, No.3, August 195, p.8.
Agc,17lvne79D5.
Sydtrcy Morning Herekl,24 \me 7995.
Ailertis,lSlune 195.
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CHAPTER 3

MIRROR OR PROTESTOR?
THE ROLE OF THE MEDIA

Often the news media in liberal democratic societies is likened to a
mirror that is held up to the world and reflects back the reality of life
for viewers, listeners, and readers. Indeed, the mirror model of news
transmission has been institutionalised among professional irurnalists
as the rnark of professionalism.t In this view, the media merely passes
on news to its audience in an oblective and impartial fashion. There is
only one place where the media is permitted the luxury of expressing
partisan views, and that is in its editorials and commentary by
columnists. Journalists, editors, and producers may readily
acknowledge that obpctive and professional reporting may have
political effects. For example, the media can easily provide a
'contagion effect' - in other words, it provides news about what others
are doing, thus prompting copy-cat behaviour.2

But in the nuclear testing case, the Australian news media was
much more than just a 'transmission belt' that conveyed news about
protests; it did more than provide protestors with examples of how
others were responding to the testing. Rather the Australian media
was also at the forefront of the anti-testing protests. Editors,
producers, presenters, and writers all shaped the'news'; and through
such devices as editorials, editorial cartoons, choice of letters to the
editor, and selection of pictures, clips, and stories, the rnedia indeed
helped shape and legitirnate the discourse of public protest. Moreover,
as we will see below, many rnembers of the media were overtly
partisan, and often participated in protests rather than iust reporting
on the issue. Thus, one could consider the media as a'protestor'in its
own right.

Theodore Peterson, "The Social Responsibility Theory'in Fred Siebert, Theodore
Peterson, and Wilbtr Sduamn, Four Theoris of tlu- press (University of Illinois
Press, Chicago, 1956).
David Taras, Tlu Neusnakcrs (Nelson Canada, Toronto, 1l99Q),p.2 .
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Electronic Media
The electronic media devoted considerable air time to the

testing issue. Mainstream television news coverage was extensive:
frequently several minubs of nightly news time would be devoted to
the testing issue, which in the world of the 'thirty second gnb' of
television news rcpresents considerable air tinn. Current affairs
shows -'7n Report', '60 Minutes', 'Lateline', 'Quantum', and 'Foreign
Correspondent' - also carried extensive coverage of the issue. SBS

aired three documentaries: the ageing Morutm: le granil *ctet; HaIf life:

aparablefor thenuclur age; and one about Fernando Pereira's daughter
and the Rninbow Warnorbombing.

However, rnainstream television was also often quite partial in
its coverage. One example cited was the coverage following the
boarding of the Rdnbout Warrior II: while SBS News ran footage of
interviews and newsclips frcm France, demonsbating dearly that botlt
the decision to test and the boarding was being widely criticised in
Franc€, by contrast, ABC News used much the sarne footage as SBS,

but deleted all refurences to French opposition, leaving the dear
impression that everyone in France supported their governrnent on
this matter.3

Radio call-in shows were also important in galvanising public
opiniory and many presenters were unabashedly gleeful in
encouraging their lisEners to engage in anti-French Protests. For
ercample, on the day that the proEsts were announced, 14 June, 3AW
presenter Neil Mitchell in Melbourne openly urgd his listeners to
disrupt the French consulate in South Yarra by tying tP its phone and
fax linesl presenters on talk-back shows in other cities also bok the
lead in urging their listeners to protest.s Triple f, ABCs national radio
statiory produced and pushed the protest postcards available through
ABC Shops across the country. The media also played a critical role in
the'Fax the French on Fridays' campaig+ by openly providing the fax
numbers of French government offices, if not overtly urgtng listeners
to send afax.5

r{c,2 August f 995.
Agc, 15Jrme 195.
Austrelbn,16$ne1995.
For example, the fax nunbers of the Emdt preetdent and the defme minister
were given otrt on Jenny Brockie's show, Radio 2BL7tl2,Sydney, 30 June 1995.
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Indeed, one blevision network achnlly oqganised its own
protest. As mted above, the Seven Network's presenter Andrew
Denton arranged the dumping of two tonnes of manure on the
driveway of the French embassy. The dumping was televised and
broadcast on the comedy talk-back show 'Denbn'. Denton himself
was unapologetic about the protest 'It's only fair', he was reported to
have said. They dump shit on us; we dump shit on therr'.7 While the
reaction of Dominique Girard, the French ambassador, was duly
solicited by reporters (Girard seemed unperturbed, noting merely that
the unrequested gift was being put to good use in the embassy
gardensS), no one is on record as asking the executives of Seven
Network whether they saw the network's participation in a political
protest as compromising the organisation's purnalistic obiectivity.

No better example of the blurring lines between coverage and
activism was the symbiotic role of the media in the protests organised
by Greenpeace. Greenpeace itself understood the important role of the
media. Its public relations campaign coordinator, Toby Hutchmn,
stated that 'when we do any of our direct actions, we clearly plan
whatrever we're doing to make it saft for the participants, and effective,
but also visually intieresting, particularly for television and, in terms of
photographs, for newspapers'.g From the perspective of the news
media, the ability to provide what is commonly desribed as a'iolt' -
dramatic footage or graphic - is crucial. That is why Greenpeace
ensurcd that when Rainbout Warrior II left Tahiti, it carried a number of
irurnalists, and extended an invitation to the Nine Network's 'A
Current Affair' to send along a team with the ability to broadcast in
real time via a satellite uplink. The Nine Network readily agreed.

This ability was cmcial to the Greenpeace strategy of
confronting French authorities around Moruroa. First, the protest was
carefully timed: the ship approached the exclusion zone on the tenth
anniversary of the French bombing of the Rain}ota Wanior in
Auckland. Second, the protest was designed to ensure that the French
would be provoked into some kind of action.

The French authorities did not disappoint as the Rainbow
Watior II approached the exclusion zone, French naval vessels radioed

Arlwti*t,l7 lvne795.
Sy dttcy Moning H cr&l, 7 6 Jtuurre l9 5.
Sytlwy Mmning Hadd,'lo luly 7995.
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warnings that forne would be used to keep the Greenpeace boat out of
the exclusion zor€. Ttc Rninbow Warriot tr resporded that it had
received the rnessage but had no comment. lMren further warnings
went unheeded, Frenctr qommardos from Ia Raillalgr- launched an
attacl while a helicopter from the Vmilcntidre circled overhead,
videographing the incident. fupther Fmch warship the Rar,
rammed ttr Rain}aw Wenior II as the Naga*s ih Cotnfu| drcesed in
blad< helmets and black iumpsuits, boarded the ship from a rubber
dinghy. They used sledgehamrrers to break into the wheelhousg
which had been bold, spraying the fifteen or so people inside with
glass. While the mailrity of the crew, iturnalists, and guesb werc
gathered on deck, three others rernained locked in the radio room:
Stephanie Mills, a Greenpeace spokeswoman, who was being
interviewed by a New Zealand radio station, ]ean-Luc Thierry, and
Thom Looney, the radio operator. Commandos smashed portholes in
the radio roor1 and threw in tear-gas. As the attack on the radio room
commenced, Mills was broadcasting live. She screamed, /elling
'They've thrown something like tear-gas ... Stop it, stop if before
commandos disabled the radio. Nine Network cameras were also
rolling, treaming footage of the incident live to Australia.l0

The incident was a broadcasting and public relations dream.
The following day, images of black-suited French comrnandos, ody
their eyes visible, smashing the wheelhouse windows, were broadcast
(and rebroadcast) around the world. It was easy to equate the black-
clad, faceless comrnandos with a Darth Vader-like evil. Mills's tense
screams added to the drama. The use of sledgehamrners and tear-gas
added to the portrait of nastiness. Most importantly, it allowed the
event to be construcbd, as Stewart Firth put it,'as a dash between the
David of world public opinion and the Coliath of an arrogant French
state'.ll But without the cmcial role played by the media in
transmitting the images that Greenpeace had provoked, therc would
have been liftle impact. This the Frendr belatedly rcalised, and in
September seized and confiscated both the Rainbout Wadu Il and MV
Grenpuce. As Tony Atkinson, a Greenpeace organiser in Auckland,

10
l1

Sydtrcy Monkg Hcrzld, 7l luly 1995; Australiaz, I 1 July 1 995.
Stewart Firth, The Road to the Comprehmsive Tebt Ban Treaty: Responses to
Frendr Nudear Testing during 1995', Austmlian Waly, Vol.6g, Autum 1996
p.80.
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noted, the seizure 'severely hampered' Greenpeace operations; the
images fromRainbout Wurior tr and Greotryace 'were crucial'.l2

PrintMedia
The print media also provided full coverage of the nuclear

testing issue. Newspapers communicated their views in the large
number of editorials that ran over the course of the testing issue. Not
surprisingly, editorial opinion in all Aushalian newspapers was
deeply critical of the decision to resurne testing. Mot€over, it can be
argued that the arguments marshalled in these editorials often
provided a mone intellectualised and rational base for anger that was
more visceral in origin.l3 But editorials also helped frame action (such

as support for consumer boycotts), or thought (as in the consistent
reference to'Gallic arrogance'). As the wave of public anger mounted,
the editorial board of the Australian warned on 3 August of the 'Costs
attached to punishing France', and warned again on 7 August that
Australia's opposition to French testing'will not be cost-free for us'.

Most newspapers created a special section for reporting news
related to the testing. 'Fallout' w.rs a popular heading for these
sections: the Australiatt ran a regular feature entitled 'Fallout Over
Nuclear Testing'; the Sydney Morning Hqalil title was 'French Testing:
The Fallout'i the Australian Firuncial Reviat called its section 'Chirac:
The Fallout Goes On'.

And, at key junctures, it was not uncommon fornewspaPers to
devote several pages of coverage to the issue under banner headlines.
For example, all but one column of the Australian's front page on 11

fuly, after ttre boarding of the Rcinbow Wanior II, was devoed to the
issue; and on 7 Septernber, the entire first page was devobd to the test.
Headlines tended to be melodramatic: on 7 September, the Sydney
Morning Heralil's head was 'The day the Pacific boiled'; in the
Australian, it was'French defiance rocks the world'.

Coverage was often sloppy. A gmd example of sloppiness
was the reportage of Evans's initid news conference in Tokyo. No
effort was made by purnalists to communicate the essence of Evans's
explanation of the Australian governrnenfs thinking to readers and

l? Sydtrcy MoningH$akt,25*pterrber 1995.rr See, for example,lhe Australbn editorial 22 lune 1995.
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viewers. Insbad, when the minisbr rcplied'E)octly to the suggestion
that it could have been worse, that was good enough for a lead. But
that lead - collapeing as it did the govemment's response into a single
pithy phrase - deeply influenced how the public saw the issue right
from the outset.

Coverage was also ofEn overtly partisan. A comnentator in
the AushalinnFiwncialReoieu argued that'our rnaFr newspapers have
essentially treated [the testing issue] not as one imposing on them a
duty of public information and educatiory bu! as usual, as a nrere
ocrcasion for populist political entertainmenf.l4 This took different
forms. For examplg writers of headlines for news stories would think
nothing of blatant editorialising: the Syilney Morning Haald's reportage
of the sanctions embraced by the government on 22 June appeared
under the headline'PM's slap on the wrist for France'.ls On occasion,
analpis would be twisted m fit a desired message. For example, Peter
McPhee anC Colin Nettelbeck, both professors at the University of
Melbourne, wrote an op-ed (opinion-editorial) piece for the Age,
comparing Chinese and French nuclear testing. When the article
appeared, however, editors had deleted all references to the Chinese
testing, thus altering the analysis and the message; the authors suspect
the excisions occunrd largely because their article did not sfike the
right condemnatory tone.16

At times, the coverage of the print media could easily be
described as 'over the top'. Not only the tabloids engaged in this kind
of reportinp the broadsheets also engaged in it - although Stewart
Firth is right to single out the Australian Fhuncial RcriaD as 'a lone
voice'in reportage on this issue.l7 For example, when the Ests were
announced, tlre Syilney Moning Haalil ran stories under headlines like
'Tests linked to thyroid cancer','Radiation sprayed all over Australia',
and 'Merci, for our radioactive blanket'. Another artide was devoted
to a university lecturer's fear that Australia's teenage suicide rate,

t4
15
t6

Austml&m Fbwrciil Rtoi.o, 1 0 Auguet 1995, p.17.
Sydtrcg fufortring Hafi\ 24 I$e 7995.
Mdtree and Ncetdbeck [Netblbeck], France's historical record wiped out in a
wlve { xglgphobia',,{gc, 2 August 195; note that the newspaperfcopy-editors
miscpellod Nettelbeck's name.
Firth, T,esponses to Frendr Nudear TestinS', p.80.
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already high, would climb as a result of 'renenred teenage despair'
over the testing.ta

A comparable example of over-the-top r€portage was the
'bomb darnage' feature nrn after the first bst in September by a
number of newspapers. Under the melodramatic headline'Bringing
the horcr home', tlrc Ailwtba ran a gmphic description of what
would happen if Adelaide were hit with a bomb of the sarne yield as

the 2Gkiloton nuclear device being tested on the atolls; a similar
feature ran on the same day in the Sun-Heralil showing the
hypothetical damage to Melbourne.l9

It appeared that no incident of protest was too small for
coverage, partioilarly when it gave the newspaper an opportunity to
present a 'local' angle. Thus, for example, when facquie Schefe of Mt
Barker pulled her eleven-year-old son Ryan from his French classes at
Mt Barker South Primary fthool as a protest, the Adaertiser was there
with six column inches under the head 'Outraged Ryan has the last
word', dutifully quoting Ryan ('everyone decided to have world peace,
then the French just come back and test nuclear weapons - that really
stinks'), his mother ('I can't scream loud enough. My grandmother is
French€errnan and I am embarrassed to say that I have that in my
bloodline'), the principal ('the school respects the decision), and the
president of South Aushalian French Teachers Association ('pulling
the child out of French dasses is quite ridiculous').20

The story about Ryan is, however, illustrative of a wider
tendency in this case. In their reporting on the testing, the Australian
media frequently broke a widespread taboo in Western purnalism that
proscribes involving children in political issues. Whether this was
cause or effect in this case is unclear. It may have been that the media
was rnerely reflecting the fact that children were already involved in
the anti-testing protests. For example, an 'Art from the Heart'
exhibition was organised at Parliament House on 19 and 20 September,
consisting of 160 pieces of art from children as young as six indicating
'what the schoolchildren of Ausbalia think of French nuclear testing'.2t

Sydttcy MoningHaalil,TS and 15fune 1995.
Nwtiw, Sun-Haald, 7 Sr.pter:rb€r 1995.
Adutis,17June 1995.
See the commmts of Anthony Abbott (Liberal Party: Warringah) in CPD
Representatives, 19 Septerrber 195, pp. 1151-2, lauding the organisation of
children's protests.
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Mil<e Ran& the oppoeition leader in South Australia, that a
delegation of ddldren be sent b Paris (a suggeotbn endorsed by the
Commonwealth minister for family s€rnices, Senator Rosemary
Crowley). Likewise, as we hane geen, chiHren werc prominently
featured in sonre proEst rnarches. An4 rrat importantly, many
teachers were dearly politicising children in the cl.ssroom - as the
nurnerorrs protsob rceived frcm schools, irduditg primary schmls -
attests.Z However, whether r€rely reflecting the use of children in
the protmb, or actively using drildren to make a point, the media ran a
number of stories feahrring the protests of children. For example,
following the first test, the Noerti*t in Adelaide ran a featurc entitled
'Sadness of a nation's youth', which featured the views of seven- to
twelve-year-olds atbnding Parkside Primary School.ts

Ietters to the editor, not surprisingly given the broad national
consensus, were overwhelmingly critical of the Ests. The Australian
received more letters on the issue in a single day than on any issue in
the recent past, including Mabo and the issue of the republic. Ninety-
five per crent of them, according to an Austtalian iturnalist, were'mini-
masterpieces of anti-French bile'.24 Sometimes tlre sentiment was
blunt 'Bugger the French!' read one letter, 'The next time Germany
invades them it can bloody well stay there'.25 Sornetimes it was
maudlin, as in the case of a wornan from North Firtzroy who ended a
long and emotional letter on how atomic weapons 'worked' at
Hiroshima with 'I'm not sleeping that well'.26 Letters-to-the.editor
editors did, however, select critical letters that focused on Ausbalians'
refusal to get angry at China for its tests; or the willingness to hurt
other Australians by ill<onsidered boycotts, or hlryocrisy in selling
yellowcake to France. But, even in the national newspapers, some
letters appearcd to be selected solely on the basis of puerility. 'Stick it
up your Eiffel Tower', was one suggestion for where the French
government might test ib devices.2T 'Dear Mr Chirac, here's a box of

See, for example, the curplaints of the Frendr ambassador about the use of
sctrooldrildren, Cmtria-Ithil,1 Sept€lnber 1995; Thc Bttlktin,l0 October 1991 pp.
267.
Anufi*t,7firer,;rfu795.
Sian Powell,'Our F'rmdr Disaffection', Wabnd Awtmlbn, 2L25 lune 19415.
Austmliur,19luly f95.
4Sa, 11 Sepurber f95.
Austmlian, 16 June 1995.
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suppositories', r€ad another in a comparable vein. 'Please use your
bombs as you would these'.2E

Editorial cartoons are an part of political discourse
in liberal dernocratic ataEs, combining as tlrey do humour and political
commentary. Mor€over, they come in a 'package' that is perfect for
pnotest good cartoor$ are inevitably snipped out of the newspaper,
displayed on office doorr, refrigerators, photocopied and distributed -
an ideal way to identify with a particular political sentiment captured
in the cartoon. Cartoons played an important part in the way in which
the media portrayed the testing issue. Every newspaper ran editorial
cartoons with testing as their focus. Indeed, some newspapers made
more use of the technique than others. For example, in the ten editions
of the Ailoqtisr published between 15 june - the first edition after
Australians learned of the tests - and 28 fune, all but one of the daily
editorial cartoons focused on the testing.

Sorne of the humour was selfdeprecating, such as the
Nicholson cartoon in which a pass€nger in a car, spotting a pedestrian
carrying a distinctively shaped loaf, says to the driver:'Look. A man
with a baguefte. Run him over!'.29 Some of the humour focused on
the foibles of Australian leaders: Keating's supposed fascination with
French clocks provided numerous cartoonists with grist, for example.
Ukewise, wlren it was revealed that Gareth Evans was taking French
lessons - seen by some as further evidence that he was seeking to
become Seoetary€eneral of the United Nations - fun was poked at his
language abilities. In one cartoory Nicholson hung a sign on a
protesting Evans; in bncken 'franglais', acc€nts polnting in different
directions, it read Je protest tr6s much! P.S. My Frerrch lessons are
going trbs bon, merci'.il And some of the hunrcur could easily be
considered infra dig: the third-finger salute in the Ailoerti*r (15 Iune),
or the Sydrey Morning Heralil's depiction of Chirac urinating into the
Pacific Ocean (20lune).

The media played an important role in both reflecting and
shaping the broader tone and tenor of the discourse of protest
discussed in the previous chapter. First, the media contributed to the
excoriation of Jacques Chirac. The French president was lampooned in

Austmlitn, 13 Jnly 1 995.
Austmlian,15June 195.
Austrdbn,29 June 1995.
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any number of editorial cartoons, personally vilified in editorials and
columnist commentary. In addition, the media was not hesitant to air
the Greenpeacn assassination advefisement - it was shown on ABC
TV News on 23 August - but without corrunent or criticism of it. It can
be argued that by presenting the advertisement in this fashiory the
media was thereby legitirnating a level of discourse that appeared to
make it acceptable to aim a rifle at the French president.

Second, the media frequently used racist terminology or
framed stories in offensive terms. A series of decisions by editors to
run with a partiorlar wording may have melely been reflecting
popular discourse, but there can be little doubt that it also legitimised
the use of such terms, thereby contributing to the essential racism that
marked public protest. Thus, editors decided to run Bob Ellis's
'national character' lampoon of the French cited in the previous
chapter rather ttran spiking it as unacceptably racist. Editors at the
Sydney Morning Hqalil decided to go so far as to mn an artide under
the headline'Pourquoi les frangais sont des connards [Why the French
are fucking idiotsl'.3r Editorial cartoons were lreavily laden with Gallic
stereot5rpes, supposed French accents, and references to frogs. Indeed,
the use of 'frog' in the media was as widespread as it was in public
discourse. 'Fair go for frogs' was the heading editors at the Sydney
MorningHaald chose for a letter to the editor urging moderation in the
protests.32 'Hit frogs with toads, ruryor says' was the Age headline
over the story about llme's gift of a cane toad to Chirac.s Bob
Millington, author of 'Millo's Diary' in the Age, refered to a protest
against what he brmed the'detestable Frogs' (8 August 195). And
even when one ne\Mspaper columnist tried to editorialise against the
pervasiveness of anti-French sentiment, he put it in diplasiocoelan
terms, decrying the'orgy of frog-bashing' sweeping Australia.g

Sytbcy lvbning llanlil,li\ne 1995; see the acount of Dniele Caraty's muplaint
of racial vilification brought before the NSW Anti-Discrimination Boar4
Ausnd iea, 1!14 Inly 1996.
Syilrcy Moning Hanld, 16 Jvne 7995.
zgc,21fue195.
Padraic McGuinness, ztlgc, l7June 195.
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In short, the media played a special role in the shaping of the nuclear
testing issue. Not unlike its role during the Gulf connict in 19G91,$
the media was nrore than iust a transmission belt, relaying the news in
impartid and obiective fashion b Australians. Rather, the way in
which ediors and producers decided to play the stories, the words
they used in headlines, the decisions they made regarding what they
prinbd and what they aired, all played an important part in the
protests. For the Australian media, it can be argued, became a

protestor too.

See Frank Devine, The Gulf and the Australian Media', Qudrent, Vol.35, October
1991.





CHAPTER 4

EXPLAINING THE RAGE

What explains the widespread outburst of anger, however brief, in
Australia in 1995? Numerous reasons have been put forward,
including the imperatives of donrestic politics, 'media-isation',
geographic proximity, the tendenry of Australians in the post{old
War era to define national security in more holistic and expanded
terms, or an anti-nudear sentiment that is deeply rooted in Australian
political culture. We will argue that none of these factors offers a
satisfactory explanation of the anger at the French in 1995. Rather, we
suggest that the anger in 1995 has rnore to do with the nation doing the
testing than the testing itself.

Domestic Politics?

A common o<planation for the anger at the testing was the
imperatives of domestic politics. There is liftle doubt that the nuclear
testing issue canre at a time when the ALP govemnrent of Paul Keating
was apprcaching the end of its three'year rnandate, and the looming
election rvas se€n as an important factor in explaining reactions. For
example, DeAngelis has argued that in the'pre-election dimate' the
Iabor government,'for fear of electoral backlash' gave in to 'mindless
populism.l Indeed, the testing issue came at a time when the ALP
was stuck well behind the Uberal-National qralition in the polls; the
votens of Queensland were voting heavily against the ALP government
of Wayne Goss; and the Greens were seeing their poll figures (and
anticipated Senate seats) rise.

It would not be unreasonable to conclude that the reactions to
French testing by politicians were shaped by the electoral timetable.
The issue had the Gpacity to swing votes; it is therefore hardly
surprising that, for ocample, the Keating governmelrfs position
stiffened in the week after 14 fune. However, the electoral tinretable
does not go very far to explain the popular reaction itself. Did

Ridurd DeAngelb, 'Australian Foreign Policy Review 1995: Middle-level Power
Ovemtretdr?', Flirulas lourruI of History and Polirics, Vol.l6, 1996, p.121,.
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Australians decide to be angry about the tests because they knew that
they would shortly have an opportunity to go to the polls? Surely not:
to understand tlre anger, we have to look beyond the looming election.

Can the anger be explained by the efforts of the opposition
parties to politicise the issue? ln the Australian case, DeAngelis has

argud that the opposition took a'dernagogic'approach to the issue,
'politicising the protest rnovement shamelessly'.2 When one looks
closely, however, it could be argued that the opposition parties in
Australia were playing an interesting game. On the one hand nuclear
testing clearly could not be rnade into a partisan issue, if only because

there was sudr widespr€ad agrcement that it was a Bad Thing: all
parties were united in their opposition to the resumption of the tests.
Moreover, the Liberal-National coalition actively cooperated in ways
that bordered on bipartisanship. For example, Alexander Downer, the
Liberal fo"etig. affairs shadow minister, and Ian Sinclair, forcign affairs
spokesman for the National Party, ioined ALP politicians in an all-
prty parliamentary delegation to Europe in September 1995.3

Likewise, when the rioting in Papeeb prompted some to link
opposition to Frcnch testing to opposition to cuntinued French
occupation of Tahiti, the minister for foreign affairs, Gareth Evans, was
quick to try to separate the two issues, daiming that Australia's quarrel
was with French testing, not French rule over Tahiti; Downer, for his
part, immediately backed Evans up, daiming that the ccalition
welcomed a French prcserrce in the South Pacific.4

On the other hand, opposition politicians sought to ensure that
the testing issue was turned as much as possible to partisan advantage.
There was broad recognition that right from the start, the Keating
government had 'stuffud it up, as an ALP member put it publidy,s at a
stsoke alienating the youth vote, and undoing dl th€ political gains
that had been rnade in the aftermath of the damage done to ALP
fortunes by the wooddripping issue. fohn Howard, leader of the
oppositiory was quick off the mark to decry the govemnrenfs response

ibid-
Agc, E September 195.
Austrelien Financiel Rain, 8 fiteurber 195.
laurle Oakes, 'The good cop, bad op acl', Tlu Bttllctin,4\tly f 95, p.9E.
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as 'totally inappropriate', claiming that Keating had allowed the French
to walk all over Australia.5

At each point in the dispub, opposition politicians at both the
Commonwealth and state levels sought to gain advantage by goading
the Keating government, or pushing it inb adopting a sbonger
position on opposition to bsting. For example, National Party leader
Tim Fischer called on government officials to 'loast, not toast'Chirac at
the French embassy's Bastille Day celebrations;7 Senator Cheryl
Kernot, leader of the Australian Democrats, criticised Keating for not
taking a harder line because of Australia's uranium exporb to France.8

While these efforts to politicise the issue are interesting, they
do not tell us much about why the reactions of Australians to the
testing were so lively. While some corunmtators were Prone to
dismiss the anti-nudear demonstrations as merely rent-a-crowd
protests,g it stretches credulity to attribute the widespread and often
spontaneous expressions of anger throughout Australia to the
organising efforts of the opposition parties.

Media-isation'?

Another conunon argument was that Australians were
whipped up by the media into a frenry of anti-nuclear anti-French
hysteria. This is certainly how |acques Chirac saw it: in a television
interview in France in September, he argued that 'la mediatisation
grande' lay behind the Australian protests.lO To what extent was this
the case, and did the'media-isation' of the testing issue have an impact
on the AusEalian response?

There can be liftle doubt that the media in Australia shaped
the testing issue. We noted above that on 14 fune, when Australians

5 Gl.t St fohn Barctay, 'hobleurs in Australian Foreign Policy, fanuary-tune 1995',

- Australiat lounal of Politics and Hbtory, Vol.41, No.3, 7995, p.352.t Ausbdiar, 11 fuly 195.
i Age,l9*ptember 1995.v For example, David Haselhurst, 'Don't undo a glowing deal', TrE Bullctin,11 IuIy

7995, p,88. The Frmdr ambassador to Austrata, Dominique Girard expressed a
similar view about the round-the-dock protestors outside the Frendr eurbassy in
Canberra: they were merely 'mercenaries', he said, 'repreenting nobody ... You
nrill find the same collection of fellows tomorrow when there is a deuronstration
about the Indonesiansin East Timor'. TluBulletin,l0 October 195,p27.ru ABC 'AM', 6 Septerrber 1995; see also Sytbtcy Moning Haeld,T *ptttber 1995.
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learned of tlre arupuncement, radio talk-back eagerly
encouraged their lisbnerc to engage in a range of probsts; we noted
that the n€dia chose to portray the governnrent's initial t€sponse as a
philooophical 'it could have been worse', which also galvanised public
anger. We nobd that the media occasionally even participated as a
prctestor against testing in its own right.

But can the evident anger of hundreds of thousands of
Australians, expressed in numeroug ways all oner the countr5l for a
perid of thr,ee and a half months, be erplained by media treatsnent of
the issue? Many students of the media note that while the media in
most dernocratic societies have a great deal more power than the
'mirror'model implies, there are considerable limits to the capacity of
the media to shape a national agenda.rl In the case of French nuclear
testing, it stretdrcs credulity to imagine that the media in Australia
had the kind of power attributred to them by Chirac. Rather, it makes
more sense to see the rnedia's role as following, rather than shaping,
public opinion in this case. In other words, editors and producers in
Australi+ t"ki.g their cues from the initial reactions of the public on 14

fune, understood that this was a mapr national story, and treated it as
sudr. Certainly, the editorial board of the Sydney Morning Heralil,
meeting on the 14th, decided to'run' with the issue.l2 Moreover, it is
clear that rredia outlets took cues from one another, engaging in the
copy-cat behaviour and 'oneupmanship' that is the essence of
competitive irurnalism.

This is not to deny that in'running' with the issue, or racing to
beat a competitor, or trying to increase market share, rnany in the
media tended to get carried away. But the limits of the'media-isation'
argurnent can be seen if one were to ask What would have happened
had the rnedia tried to continue to.'run' with the issue after the steam
went out of the protesb in September 1995 when Chirac essentially
caved in to world opinion and shortened the testing programme? It is
unlikely that people would have continued to engage in protests. Or
what would have been the result had the media dedded to trlr to'run'
with the issue of Chinese nuclear testing, which was occurring at the
same time as the French testing? It is, in our view, even npre unlikely

11 See, for example, Shanto lymgar and Donald Kinder, Nans Tlut Matters
r^ (University of Chicago hes, Chicago, 1987).rz Confidentialinterrriew.
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that Austsalians would have become as worked up against China
merely at the behest of editors and producers.

In short, there can be no denying that the media had a
powerful inlluence on the shape, direction, and nature of the protests
against the resumption of French bsting in 195. But it is unlikely that
we can attribute the widespread rage to the propensity of sorne
Australian irurnalists, editors, and producers to allow their
enthusiasm for the cause to overshadow their commihnent to
professional standards and join the protestors.

Geographic Proximity?

Yet another reason commonly put forward for the anger is that
of geography. Australians, it is argued, were concerned because the
tests were being conducted in the South Pacific. The resumption of
testing was occurring in what was widely considered to be 'our
neighbourhood', or 'our backyard'; whatever ecological hazards or
politicodiplomatic dangers that were associated with testing would
redound in the first instance to the peoples and countries of the region.

On the one hand, there can be no denying that proximity to
nuclear testing increases both insecurity and anxie$r, and anger. This
the French goverrunent understood very well: after all, the government
in Paris, like the British government in london, never contemplated
testing nuclear weapons systems on their own soil. Instead they chose
testing sites that were physically rennte from the metropole - and
from Europe. Britain used sites in central Australia, and then
borrowed American testing sites in Nevada; France used sites in the
Sahara Desert and, after Algerian independence, built bsting facilities
in the South Pacific. There was little doubt that the very distanc€ of
Moruroa and Fangataufa atolls from France, from Europe, arul from all
other mapr powers, was a pivotal factor in this set of tests. In other
words, if France had not had colonial possessions in ttrc South Pacific,
it is highly unlikely that the Chirac govemment would have embarked
on a renewal of its testing programme in metropolitan France, or
possessions in the 'neighbourhoods' of other great powerc - such as St
Pierre and Miquelon in the Gulf of St lawrence, or Martinique in the
Caribbean, or French Guinea in South America. And it is equally
doubtful that a confirmed Gaullist like Chirac would have embraced
the humiliation of accepting an invitation from the United States to use
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American testing facilities in Nevada. Nonetheless, there was a
standard French response to the question of why, if the bsts were so
safe, were they not crcnducted in metropolitan France: it would be too
expensive and take too mudr time to qDnstruct a test site for what was
going to be a final set of tests.l3 But it was widely understood that this
was a convenient justification to cover the reality that had France
conducted its tests in metropolitan France, or in the western
hemisphere, the political firestorm - and the associated costs to the
Chirac government - would havebeen overwhelming.

On the other hand, the problem with the argument that
proximity was a prime determinant of anti-nuclear oubage in the case
of Fnench nudear testing in 1995 is that distance from thetest sites did
not in fact seem to be a mapr factor in predicting national anger.
Outside the immediate'neighbourhood' of the South pacific, the atolls
are relatively equidistant from most of the malrr urban centres around
the Pacific Vancouver, Los Angeles, Santiago, and Sydney are all
$'ithin an approximate radius of 600G7000 km from the testing sites.
Auckland is 4500 km from the atolls; cities in lapan ate some t0,S00
km distant. And European cities are approximately 16,000 km from
the test sites.

However, the pattern of protest bears little relationship to
these distances. To be sure, protests tended to be more vociferoui the
closer one rtras to the teting site. But they were also widespread in
very distant centres - in many European cities and some cities in Japan,
notabf Hiroshima. At middledistanc€ locations, the pattern was
mixed: there was crcnsiderable protest in chile but the protests were
particularly widespread in Australia, where the issue became a
national agenda item. In the United States and C-anada, by contrast,
therc was little of the outrage expressed by Austalians.

Moreover, if distance was crucial for understanding the anger
of Australians in 1995, why did Chinese underground tesclt Lop Nor
in May and August 1995 not produce a similar reaction? The Chinese
testing grounds are doser to Australia than the atolls of French

13 F, fq e:ample, the teedmony of the French ambassador to Canada, Alfred
sider4alllardln, bef-o1e a canadian parliammhry cwrmittee c-anada,
Parliament, House of courmons, standind courmittee'on Forengr Affairs and
Internadonal rtade, Minutes of nocedings oril Eoiilanu, 12 D6ceurber 1995:
http : | | uwo.perl.gc. ct.
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Polyneia, and yet tlrerc was no comparable anger expressed by
Australians atChina.

If popular reaction to the bsting appears not to be linked to
physical distance pr *, it can nonetheless be argued that the sense of
'neighbourhood' - the rnental rnap that rnost peoples have of the
immediate geographic area arourd their community - was important
in galvanising opposition. Neighbourhood euggests a space that, by
definitiorU has the gteatest capacity to have an impact on one's
interests, one's well-being and security. The propensity to oppose
something that will produce negative externalities in one's own
immediate neighbourhood (and the equal propensity to manifest
indifference if the same negative externality is produced in someone
else's neighbourhood) is commonly termed the MMBY (not in my
backyard) syndrome. NIMBY suggests a direct link between
proximity to some negative externality and depth of opposition: the
closer one is, the deeper the opposition.

Do notions such as neighbourhood and NIMBY explain the
Australian reaction in this case? Australian definitions of
'neighbourhood' underwent some change in the 1980s and 1990s, as
the ALP government sought to redefine traditional notions of
Australia's neighbourhood, putting Australia in what Richard A.
Higgott and Kim Richard Nossal argue is a liminal location in the
Asia-Pacific region.la However, despite the best efforts of their 6lites,
most Australians retain an unreconstructed mental map of
neighbourhood. In this construction, distance is unimportant: the
islands of the South Pacific, no matter how distant from Australian
shores, are seen as part of the Australian 'neighbourhood';15 lop Nor,
in Asia, might be doser, but is not seen as part of the'neighbourhood'.
Thus, what Findlay calls the 'geography of the irnagination' goes a
considerable distance to explaining why so rnany Australians did not

Ridrard A. Higgott and Klm Ridrard Ncsal, The lnternational Politics of
Linlnality Relocatlng Australia ln the Asia-Padflc', Austrelbn lourtul $ Political
Scictrcc, forthcoming.
5e, for examplg the courments of Gareth Evans tn Gareth Evans and Bruce Grant,
Austrdh's Fonign Rcbticrl's in tla Waful $ thc 7990s Melbourne University hes,
Carlton, Vic, 192), p.151; T.B. lvliilat, Austrdb in Pace oil Wat Fitct tlll Rchtions
skcc 7788 (Australian National University hess, Sydney, 2nd edn 191), drap. 14,
The Padfic Neighbourhood'; also Ramesh Thakur, The last Bang before a Total
Ban: Frendr Nudear Testing in the Pacific', Inta netiotul lounal, Vol.51, Summer
196; and Findlay, 'Explaining Australasian Angst', p374.
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become upaet at ChfuE, but did become ups€t at France - in a way that
they simply would not have had Ctirac clnsen to bst in another
neighbourhood - on the islands of St Pierre ard Miquelon, for example
-orinNerrada.

Anti-Nudcar Sentinent end Wldcr Deflnidons of Security?
'The generation protesting at these tests', the Syilney Morning

Hnalil editorialised on 7 September 1995, 'is quite rational. It sees the
danger to the delicab process of developing an effective international
reginre for the limitation and conbol of nuclear weapor$. And it sees
danger to the environmenf. Do such anti-nuclear concerrul explain the
anger at the teting, as the Syilney MnningHnalil intimate?

Findlay has argued that one of the re.rsons why the Australian
public reacted so ernotionally to the testing issue in 1995 was because
the government in C-anberra essentially did'too good a pb'it putting -
and keeping - the issue on the national agenda. As he notes, 'public
awiueness of nudear testing has been nurhrred by past governrnents',
with the result that the public seized the issue and ran well out in front
of their government.l5 The issue had been renroved from the agenda in
1992. But when the French government put the issue back on the
agenda in 1995, efforts by the governnrcnt in Canbena to downplay
the issue failed. Public anger demanded that the issue be front and
centre.

There is little doubt that since the long history of nuclear
politics in the South Pacific the issue was well entrenched in
Australian political culture by the early 1D0s, as the Herald editorial
indicates. Nudear sensitivities had been raised -and maintained - by a
succession of governments. Fears of environmental damage were well
entrenched in the popular imagination (even if scientific evidence of
environmental damage from the underground tests remains higNy
contested). The important thing is that the fear was there, often
confirmed by media headlines such as the one that the Syilney Mwning
Hnald itself published suggesting that the underground tests were
liable to 'spray radiation all over Australia' (even if the distance from
the sihs, the prevailing winds, and the underground location made
such a possibility highly unlikely).

15 Findlay, 'Explaining Aushalasian Angst', p.379.
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Australians also had developed a view of the role of nuclear
weapons in the post{old War era. To be sure, there is little evidence
that protestol€ were moved to anger by the horrific accounts of what
damage would be done if a bomb of mmparable power was detonated
over Australian cities; there was not the kind of generalised fear of
nuclear war that drew so many to the peace marches in Europe and
North America in the early 1980s. Thus sonre have argued that the
anger at French nudear testing was driven by a symbolic concern that
testing nuclear weapons in the context of the post{old War era was
unnecessary, or would lead to proliferation, or was simply wrong and
should be stopped.

This suggests a related argument that concern over nuclear
testing in 1995 was driven by a propensity to define French nuclear
involvernent in the South Pacific as a threat to Australian security. If it
is true, as Hugh Smith has noted, that Australians are only rnassively
aroused on a foreign policy issue when the security of the nation is
threatened,lT then it is possible that the French iesting issue was
widely seen as a threat to national security profound enough to trigger
such personal involvement on a wide basis. In this view, Australian
perceptions of 'threat', and the very definition of 'security' itself, have
become increasingly complex.lS No longer are external threats defined
purely in_terms of military/security issues, as they were so clearly in
the past.l9 Concern over what the French were proposing to do would
flow naturally from such a comprehensive view of national security.

There can be no doubt that Australian definitions of 'security'
arc undergoing change in the post{old War era. lt is evident at a
governmental leve!2O there is also some evidence at the level of the

17
Yygh S^i0,, Foreign Policy and the Political Process'in F-A. Mediansky and A.C
Palfreesran (eds), In Pursuit S Natbnd Intacsts: Austmlim Fonign Poliq in thc
1990s (Pergamon hes, Sydney, 1988), p34.
On the increadng omplerity of regional security, see Desurond Bdl and Pauline
Ke4 Ptasynptiu Engaganart: Austmlia's Asia-Pacific Sccttrity Pdicl in ,he 7990s
(Allm & Unwin, Sydney, 7996), pp3&40.
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mass public, in what Graeme Cheesenran characterises as Australia's
'strategic crrlture'.2l

The problem is that if either general hypothesis were true -
that tlte anger of Australians stemmed from cpncrete fears about their
ff"ty or symbolic conc€ms about nuclear weapons in the post{old
W-ar era - then logically Australians should havebeen equalt angry at
China whel the goverrunent in Beiiing conducted tests auring ifris
same period. But they were not. when the chinese underground tests
occured, thousands of people did not turn out to protest, or dump
bags of excrcment in front of chinese diplomatic mislions; unions dii
not impose bans on Chinese goods and services; consumers did not
boycott Chinese goods; Chinese restaurants suffered no loss of
business.

In short, the nuclear sensitivities of Australians might have
been well developed, but they were highly partial: sonre- nuclear
weapons states rated high degrees of emotional anger; others, by
contrast, did not. Australians simply did not get as angry at Britain,
the United States, Russia, or China as they got ai France.

The French Factor

- to ttris point, we have argued that the common explanations
advanced for Australia's deep national anger at the tesis do not
convincingly address the diffurences in reaction we see between
Australian reactions to Frendr nudear testing and testing by others. It
remains to ask could the reaction be attributed to tlre saewhich was
engaging in the Esthg? In other words, was it the fact that it was

Ir*T {oing the testing that generated the anger? We argue that the
French factor is indeed critical for understanaing popuFr anger in
Australia in 1995.

Again, Australian anger at France can be illuminated by
comparing it with the rrpre muted reactions of Australians towards
the other state also engaged in underground testing, china. The
double standard dearly infuriated French officiars,-but when the

27 Graeure cheeseuran, 'Back to "Fcward Defence" and the Aushalian National
lyt : t" C,raesre Chees€ur"n and Robert Bruce (eds), Dl*our*s oy Ottrgcr na
Dtud Fmilicrs: Austmlbn Dclcncc aruI Sccurity Thiaking aft*r tlu &hl't&er (iXen &
Unwin, Sydney, 796), p.267.'
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Chinese conducted their Ests, the protesb from Australia tended to be
limitd b the forrnal obiertiorrs of govemments. lllre public rernained
largely indifferent.

Why did France attract such vituperative anti-nuclear anger,
but not China? Definitions of neighbourhood are no doubt important:
Iop Nor is not in the Australian backyard. Albrnatively, one could
argue that the difference lay in politico-racist assumptions (the French
are'just like us'and thus should behave'properly', while the Chinese,
as the putative 'Other', can't be expected to behave themselves). Or
that it occured because protestors were driven by pragmatic
assumptions: liberaldenrocratic regirrres like France are susceptible to
the pressures of protesg illiberal regimes like China are not, so why
bothertrying?

There is, however, another possibility. In this supposedly
post-nationalist eraP it is worth reflecting on the possibility that at the
roots of the rage against France was a widely held national image of
France as an antithetical 'Other', an essential element in the
construction of nationalist identity.a Anger at the French president or
the French government easily became anger at'France', a transference
easy to achieve using the standard nationalist moifus opranili of
embracing national stermtypes and national antipathies. Certainly the
national stereotypes evident in the protests, even in the various efforts
at humour, was in the best traditions of the nationalist construction of
the antithetical Other. In other words, France is one of the few
countries that Australians can construct in this way. Three factors
made France an exaeptionally athactive candidate for this nationalist
treatrnent: a historical legacy of conflict between the two countries; the
French goverrunent's pretensions to great-power status; and finally the
relative costlessness of provoking a rupture in relations.

For an daboration of the 'poet-nationalist' ondition, see, for example, Yasemin
Soysal, Linits of Citizz;lship: Migrants and Post-NetiotroJ l,icntbship in Europ
(University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1994).
He does not use the language of idmtity conskuction, but the dassic stat€lnent
renrains C-arlton J.H. Hayes, Tlu Historicel Eoolutbtr of Nbdcrtr Netionelism (Russell
and Russe[, New York, 1931).
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The Hietorical bSeV
France is the only country towardg which Australians have

demonstrated persistent antipathy over the last generation. Thus, the
resumption of nudear testing in 195 must be put in broad hisbrical
conbxt, for the anger that that announcrnrent sparked did not arise in
a vacuum. Rather, it can be seen as a ctrlmination of a long history of
poor relations.

Findlay suggests that the roots of anti-French sentiment in
Australia go all the way back to Sydney Cove, 'standard British
prcjudices', and the historical enmity between English and French.2a
But it can be argud that the roob are much npre recenfi the
Australian reaction has to be put in the contiext of a relationship that
had for thirty years been periodically soured by deep differences over
French behaviour in the South Pacific and on trade. Indeed,
disagreenrents over the two issues of French nuclear testing in the
region and decolonisation in the South Pacific combined in the late
1980s to completely sour rclations between Canberra and Paris for a
tirne.

The atmospheric testing conducted by France in the South
Pacific between 1966 and 79741eft long tendrils of disaffection between
Australia and France.25 Every Australian government, Liberal-
Country and [.abor, had been prompted to protest this testing, though
the intensity and variety of protest differed depending on which party
was in power.25 Coalition governments of thb 1960s-and early t9Z0s

lended to engage in limited diplomatic protests, such as requiring the
Frendr government to provide assurances that aircraft overflying
Australian teritory would not carry any materials connected with the
tests.27

The tone and tenor of Australian protests becanre more
muscular after the ALP under C,ough Whitlam was returned to office
in the 2 December 1972 elections. Australia pined New Zealand in

24
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26
27

Findlay,'Bglaining Australasian Angst', pp37A5.
gF*"rt Firth, t luclat Pleygmtnd (Allen dUnwin, Sydn ey, l9BV.
Millar, z{nslrrlb in Prec enil Wer,pp32l-2.
cordon Greenwoo4 The Political bebate in Australia'in Gordon Greenwood and
N_orman Harper (ds), Austmlb in Workl Affiirr,,l96f-7g70 (Cheshire, St Kilda, Vic,
194),p.8.
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sending ships to the test area and taking France to the International
Court of fustice. It increased both the volunre and the number of
protests, taking the issue up at the United Nations, the Commonwealth
Heads of Covernment Meetings, and the South Pacific Forum.28
French-AusEalian relations during this period were soured not only
by the WhiUam government's new activism, but also by the
willingness of Bob Hawke, who was president of both the Australian
Council of Trade Unions (ACTU) and the governing ALP, to advocate
public protests against Franc€, such as black bans on mail,
communications, shipping and air services.

When the French governnent decided in 1975 to conduct only
underground tests, Australia continued to oppose these tests, though
the Liberal government of Malcolm Fraser was less inclined to protest
than the Hawke governnrcnt which came to power in 1983. Indeed,
Hawke had only been prirne minister for two months when his
government decided to imposed an embargo against uranium expofts
to France, choosing to pay Queensland Mines for the balance of the
broken sales contract to Electricit6 de France.29

The problems in the relationship caused by nuclear testing
came to a head in 1985, when the French governrrrcnt decided to
destroy the Rainbout Wanin and authorise agents of the French foreign
intelligence senric€, the Direction g6n6rale de la Securit6 ext6rieure, to
plant a bomb on the boat while it was docked in Auckland harbour.
The incident deeply soured the relationship with Australia. The use of
force by France against one of its own allies was widely seen as bad
enough; the aftermath of the bombing was even morc gdling. When
two of the French agents were arrested, tried, found guilty of
mansliaughter, and piled by New 7*aland, the government in Paris
threatened to impose economic sanctions against New Zealand
produce entering the European Community unless the government in
Wellington allowed the agents to serve their sentences in French
custody. Faced with the prospect of crippling sanctions, the New
Zealand government relented. Within a year, however, the French
government released both agents, and indeed decorated one of them

Hmry S. Albinski, Aystmlien Extenul Pdicy unda lzDor (Untversity of British
C-olumbia Press, Vanouver, 19V), W, 1446,
Ridrard [.eaver, 'Long HaU-Lives, Short Meurories: Australian Uranium and
France', Pacific Rcwrdr, Vol.E, No.4/Vol.9, No.l, Novenrber l995/February 196,
w.&5.
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for meritorious service.s Sporadic but consistent Australian
opposition to testing continued throughout the lab 198& and into the
early poot{old War Friod, though, as a fornu dep,tty secretary in
the Departnent of Forcign Affairs and Trade has noted, neither
IGating nor Gareth Evans, who became minister for foreign affairs in
1988, 'maintained Labo/s former rage' on the bstirtg issue.3r

The quarrel htw€en the Australian and French governments
over the question of colonialism in the South Pacific revolved around
the future of French colonial holdings in the area and the treatrnent by
Paris of independence movemenb, particularly in New Caledonia. As
Findlay pub it, Australians have a view, 'justified or not', that 'the
French have been more imperious and severe as colonizers than the
British and that France has handled its decolonization process poorly
compared with the United Kingdom'.32 Such divergent 

-views

culminated in a serious deterioration of relations in the late 1980s over
the issue of New Caledonia, including the expulsion of the Australian
consulate-general from Nournea in fanuary 7987 P

Finally, it has been argued by some that the Australian anger
in 1995 was partly a legacy of the French agricultural protectionism so
disliked by Australians in the closing stages of the Uruguay Round
under the General Agreenrent on Tariffs and Trade. There can be no
doubt of the prime minister's own view of the French on agricultural
issues. Privately, Keating was scathing about Frerrch protectionism:
the npst thing for French leaders, he told President Ceorge
Bush in January 1992,'was to be able tio see flocks of ducks and geese
wandering around French villages when they drove thrrough on their
holidays'._ The Unibd States, Keating told Bus[ had to 'cmsh the
bastards'.s Kgating's mood could not have improved when, a year
liater, ]acques ChiraCs Rassemblernent pour la R6publique (RpR) won
the Mardr 1993 parliamentary elections, which was followed by
strenuous efforts by the French to reopen the 1992 Blair House
agreement so important for Aushalian agricultural interests. Keating

Ramesh Thlkur, 'A Dispute of Many Colours: France, New Zealand and the
T,ainbow Warric' AffaL', Tlu Workl ioday,YoL42, December l9%, p2fD-14
Duncan Campbell, 'Big picture is still an empty frame', +ilu Suttctii S December
r95,p.19.
Flndlay,'Explaining Australasian AnFt', p.375.
g-try O_'Brierl 'Probleurs in Aus-tra|ian Foreign policy, fanuary-fune l9BT,
lys{yn loyn! ol Politics enil Hislorgr, Vol"*!, No.l, tnZ, fp.tW. 

-

lohn Edwards, I(atkg:Tlulnsidr Srory (Viking, Sydney, 1i96y,p.454.
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gave vent b a growing anger when he visited France on 22 September
1993. Following a cstrnony at Villers'Brctonneux, site of some graves
of Austalian war dead from the First World War, a French reporter
asked him innocently for his thoughts on the memorial senrice.
Without warning Keating launched into a public attack on France:
'The flower of rnany countries' youth was lost here in France,
unselfishly for the gr€ater gmd of this country. Now at an important
tinre of world decision we are not seeing the magnanimity from France
that all of us who fought and respected France have shown it'. Later,
on board his aircraft, he was blunter: sayrng that his comnrents were
promptd by seeing the narnes of 12,0fi) Australians chiselled into the
headstones, he criticised the 'damn selfish' French attitude towards
trade talks; twice this century Keating said, Australians had helped
France. 'And what does it buy us? Nothing'.3s

This episode may explain some of Keating's sarcasm towards
France in 195, evident, for example, in his account of his interview
with the editor of Lib4ration The editor had apparently asked Keating
whether he realised that French Polynesia was French teritory:

I said 'Oh yes, there are Polynesians all the way down from
Aix+n-Provence and Carcassone. They pop out of the
woodwork in the l"oire Valley. They are doing Polynesian
dances in the back end of the [oire ... There are Polynesians
everlrwhere'.s

But Keating himself did not mention the agricultural dispute in 1995;

moreover, if the memories of the French government's agricultural
protectionism of 1993 - and Keating's anger - remained in the public
memory in 195, there is little indication that this particular historical
episode played an important part in driving Australian anger. Some
did mention the Australians who had died fighting for France, but in
these cases there were no linkages to the agricultural dispute.
Nonetheless, the dispute over trade, and the bitter link that an
Australian prime minister made between Australian war dead and
contemporary pollcy must surely have added to the sour history of
French-Australian relations in the thirty years prior to 1995.

Agc,24firwrber 1993.
CPD, Representadves,2E August 195, p.585.
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It is not irrcidental to an understanding of the Auetralian anger
in 1995 that Ctrirac hirnself had been associated with differmt disputes
with Australia for over tweng yean. As minisH of agriculhrre in the
early 797b, h€ had a Eoty exdrange with Canberra over agriorltural
protection; as mayor of Paris in 1985, he was in a dispute over
honouring Australians who had did in the Ftrst World War; and as
prinE minister in 1986,, he had gone so far as to pubticly describe
Hawke as 'very stupid' for his comments about New Caledonia, and
then to release an off-the.record comment ergressing his hope that
Hawke would be defeated in the next election. As an official in the

{ustralian Departnent of Foreign Aff-airs and Trade put it, 'Chirac just
doesn't lila Australia or Ausbalians'37 - a sentiment, as we have seen
above, healtNly reciprocated by many Australians.

It should be noted that the 1992 moratorium was seen by
rnany Australians as an opportunity to put the conllictual relationship
of the 1960s,1970s, and 1980s in the past. It could be surmised that the
1995 decision, no mafter how sweetened by the promise that the tests
would be the last ones held, was seen as a betrayal of the 1992
decision. If anger tends to be deeper when one ftels betrayed, then
part of the depth of the anger of 7995 can be attributed to betrayal: the
resumption of testing did not merely rekindle the anger of the 1920s
and 1980s, it magnified it.

Franee as Arogant'
It can be argued that a second nealpn why France was a

particularly attractive target for anger can be found in an aspect of
Australian political culture: a widespread dislike of pretensiory self-
importance, and arrogance. Although invoking this as an explanation
for behaviour runs the risk of national stereotyping, it can nonetheless
be ncted that stereotypes are often based on deeply rmted and
idiosyncratic cultural practices.s Such a line of argurnent, applied to
the anger against Franc€, suggests the possibility that Australians were
particularly angry at the great-power pretensions of the French that
were typified by the testing.

O'Brim, 'Problerrs ln Aushalian Foreign Policy', pp.187-E; on Chirac generally, see
Gregory, Ir,s Essis Nucl&ins.
lor g.diqggsoion, see Hugh V. Emy and O.E Hughes, Austnliot potitics: Realities in
C-onfic, Masrillan, Melbourng 2id edn lfl), pp.ll3tr
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Acccrding to this view, Ausbalians have a sense, even if
inchoate, of the imperatives of great-power politics; they understand
that great powerc, such as China, or Russia, or the United States, will
always engage in unpleasant power-maximising behaviour - such as
bullying smaller lrcwer€, using force against neighbours, or
accumulating new weapons systems - and that they will do so with the
arrogance that superordinate power inexorably breeds. While people
may not like it, they at least expect it, and indeed may even
understand it.

But, according to this line of argument, Australians realise that
France is not really a great power at all. Rather, the French
goverrlment just plays at being ohe. Perhaps, as some have argued, it
is part of an on-going attempt to compensate for the national
humiliation of having to be rerued half a century ago by a real great
power.39 In this view, French great-power pretensions, the uie of
force, and the arrogance that is carefully cultivated to go with it, are all
particularly galling to those in comparably sized states which have
made the decision to forego efforts to imitate great-power behaviour in
favour of other patterns of statecraft (usually self-perceived as more
virtuous, such as'good international citizenship').

Applied to the case of nuclear testing, this argument suggests
that while the Australian government dutifully criticised China after
each of its two nuclear tests in 1995P ordinary Australians were
inclined to give China a pass during its testing in 1995, on the grounds
that, as a great Fnwet it had an excuse; Franc€, as a faux great power,
had no such excusg particularly not in the context of the post{old
War, post-nudear era, in which trlring tio accumulate enough
submarine'based missiles to target Russia seerts like a'mug's garne'.4l
As a result, French testing was seen by Australians as 'an act of
stupidity', as Prime Minister Keating so bluntly put it, rather than an
exercise in iustifiable power-mafmisation. Mor€over, the arrogance of

See Thomas L. Friedman, The bomb and the boomerang 'Don't blow it, facques"',
Gl&e erul Meil (torqrto), 1 Septerrber 1995.
Keating for example, descriH the Chinese test on 17 August as a 'serious threat
to world peace'. Austmlbn,lS August 1995.
Findlay makes a cnmparable observation regarding the United States, noting that
Aushalians have long distinguished between the American nudear deterrmt,
whidr provided some theoretical security, and the Frendr nudear force, which
they have regarded as 'irreleryant if not positively dangerous'. 'Explaining
AusEalasian Angpt', pp3D80.
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the Frerrch willingness to defy world opinion made it, for Australians,
a hugely attractive target. There is no coincidence that 'arrogant
bastards'was one of the rnost popular ways to describe the French in
Australian political discourse in 1995.

L'Irrationde ect-il fort? Tlu Relatioe Costleeetpsc of Ptotest
In his September 1995 television interview, Chirac suggested

that Australian reactions to French teting could be easily explained:
'dans ce dornain', he said,'l'irrationale est fort' (this issuearea [that is,
nuclear Estingl is marked by a great deal of irrationality). But it can be
argued that in fact Aushalians were dernonstrating considerable
rationality in their anger in 1995: in the sense that they could get angry
at France - sneer at French pretensions, provoke a ruphrre in relations -
with relatively few costs attadred to the demonstration of emotion.

After all, there were relatively few ties of concrete material
interest between the two countries. Trade between France and
Australia, at $1.8 billion ayear, while not totally insignificant, was not
enough to prompt a great degree of caution. Even the high-profile
banning of Dassault from the lead-in fighter progratnme was costless:
the Alphaiet was never in serious contention. Moreover, there was no
dependence either way in the relationship: nothing that France
supplied Australia could not be obtained elsewherc, and vice versa;
and indeed in the case of some products, such as wine, there were a
number of Australians who stood to benefit from whatever
intermption of hade occurred.

Australian government officials, of cburse, had a rather
different view. They had to deal with the French government on a
range of international issues, both bilaterally and multilaterally, and
they grew more and more concerned as the Franco-Australian
relationship carne to resemble a state of war as the winter of 1995 wore
on. Gareth Evans in particular was concerned that France would use
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its influence, particularly among francophone West African states, to
thwart an Ausbalian bid for a Security Council seat in 7996.42

But ordinary folk had no such wotties: rnaintaining good
diplomatic rclations with France was, and is, relatively unimportant to
most Australians. In short, Australians could freely indulge their more
lanikin proclivities. As Andrew Denton of Seven Network put it
bluntly after dumping manure on the French ambassador's driveway:
'There's no denying that this w.rs a iuvenile, unsophisticated, and
ultimately futile protest, but by C,od it was satisfying'.8 No doubt
hundreds of thousands of other Australians who engaged in anti-
French protests in 1995 felt exactly the same way.

Austrelien, 2425 June 1 95.
Ailoertiw,lTJune 1995.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS

In this monograpb we have tried b provide a full acrount of the'brief
madness' that seized so rnany Australians in tlre last half of lg5: that
short but intense burst of anger over the issue of French nuclear
testing. Rarely does one find a policy issue on which so many try to
have their say; rarely does one find an issue where the population of a
country is so galvanised in one direction. The account here stresses the
pervasiveness of the protrests, as well as their depth.

But we have also tried to account for the intense anger of
Australians in a way that addresses the cenffal puz.zle of the case of the
resumption of nuclear testing by France why were Australians so
angry at France, but so indifferent towards Ctrina, when both
governments in Paris and Beijing were doing exactly the same thing, at
exactly the same time, and approxirnately the same distance fiom
Australia's shores?

We have argued that focusing on such factors as domestic
conc€rns,'media-isation', or anti-nuclear sentiment in a post{old War
context provide only partial explanations. Rather, we s rggest that a
more fruitful line of analysis is to be found in the particularities of an
international relationship where Australians could, with relatively few
costs, engage in anger at a government that takes considerable pride in
being arrogant.

This case study, we suggest, offers a number of lessons about
the making of security policy. It demonstrates the capacity and the
willingness of citizens to define their sense of well-being in broad
terms. It also shows clearly the ability of civil society to influence
government policy when there is broad consensus. It likewise
provides an interesting case study in how the media can help shape a
foreign poliry issue, demonstrating that on certain foreign policy
issues, the Australian media tends to abandon the ideals of objectivity
inherent in the 'mirror' model of professional irurnalisrn It also
reveals an important elerrent of Australian political culture - a
willingness to engage in protests on a national scale on foreign policy
issues, a propensity not widely shared among other OECD countries.
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The case is also a useful reminder that in what is often held to be a
post-nationalist age it was all tm easy for Australians to embrace a
quintessentially nationalist methodology, and constmct an antithetical
Other, a nation that can be hated, made fun of, sneered at, or raged
against.

firis has partioilar implications for the future of regional
politics in the South Pacific. Although some might be inclined to see
the rage of 1995 as a unique phenomenon, a confluence of factors
unlikely to be reproduced in the future, particularly with the end of
French teting, it can be argued that the case of the resumption of
testing would not suggest such a conclusion. It is true that events
prompted the departure of French nuclear testers from the South
Pacific. But French colonialists remain in the region. Given the
dominant (even if highly presumptuous) conception that Australians
have of 'theit' neighbourhood - so well revealed in the protests over
nuclear testing - it is likely that as long as therc are French colonialists
in the South Pacific, French pollcy could produce compa.rable anti-
French sentinrent in Austrdia in the future.
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Since its inception in\96f,, the Centre has supported a number
of Visiting and Research Fellows, who have undertaken a wide variety
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on problems of security and confidence building in Australia's
neighbourhood; the defence of Australia; arms proliferation and arms
control; polrry advice to the higher levels of the Australian Defence
Departnent; and the strategic implications of developments in
Southeast Asia, the Indian Ocean and the Southwest pacific.
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strategic issues, particularly from the pness, learned irurnals and
goverrunent publicatioru. Ib Publicatioru Programme, which
includes the Canberra Papers on Strategy ard Defence aruC SDSC
Working Papers, producee rmre than two dozen publications a year
on strategic and defence issues.
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